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Preface

The intent of the authors in undertaking this thesis

project was to apply elements of job shop scheduling theory to

strategic airlift scheduling. In particular, several priority

dispatching rules from job shop applications were adapted for

use in assigning priorities to cargo requirements. These

priority rules were combined with three rules for allocation of

C-5 aircraft to establish airlift scheduling policies.

Computer simulation was used to test the effects of these

policies on airlift system throughput and cargo tardiness in a

dynamic environment. It is hoped that the results of this

study will prove useful to strategic airlift planners.
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this project, people were the most important. We acknowledge

our sincere gratitude to Lt Col Gerald Armstrong, our thesis
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Abstract

The prii.ay emphasis of this thesis was to develop and

demonstrate a flexible methodology for examining strategic

airlift resource allocation and cargo priority rules. This

research wa& based on a need for heuristics which would

increase t]xe cargo tonnage delivered and reduce the amount of

cargo delivered iD te in a contingency operation.

Priority rules derived from job shop scheduling are

adapted and used in conainction with alternate aircraft

allocation procedures to develop an improved method for

scheduling C-5 aircraft. To test the different scheduling

policies in a dynamic situation, a simulation model was

developed using SLXM (Simulation Language for Alternative

Modeling). Multiattribute utility theory was also utilized to

develop a scalar scoring function (SSF) which effectively

combined the response variables into a single value for each

policy to facilitate comparisons among the various scheduling

policies.

A full factorial experiment was performed--the two factors

were the cargo priority rules (five levels) and the aircraft

allocation rules (three levels). Thirty replications were

accomplished for each policy. One-way analysis of variance was

used to compare the mean SSF values for each policy.

The most effective priority rule used ranked cargo

requirements by earliest due date. Next in effectiveness was

___ - ----. .----.-- viii - -.-- -
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the use of slack per operation. The most effective aircraft

allocation rules released C-5s for missions with bulk and

oversize cargo. Least effective was the rule reserving C-5s

for outsize cargo. The report ends with recommendations for

further --esearch.
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PRIORITY DISPATCii AND AIRCRAFT

ALLOCATION: A STUDY OF

STRATEGIC AIRLIFT SCHEDULING

I. Introduction

StraLegic airlift plays a significant role in current

United States (U.S.) national policy.

"The overall mission of the Military Airlift
Command is to maintain, in a constant state of
readiness, the military airlift system and other
systems and services to perform all tasks the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Secretary of the Air
Force assign. In addition to the numerous services
MAC performs as an Air Force major command, it is the
Department of Defense's (DOD) single manager for
airlift and, as a specified command, it is
responsible to the Secretary of Defense through the
JCS for airlift matters." (Ref 14:7)

"Through our strategic and tactical military
airlift, we can deploy our forces to any part of the
world and support them there. Airlift embodies a key
facet of a fundamental Air Force capability--rapid,
long range mobility." (Ref 1:3)

To accomplish this mission, MAC operates a fleet of both

strategic and tactical airlift aircraft. The strategic arm of

this airlift fleet includes 70 wide-bodied C-5s whose

theoretical maximum capacity is some 100 tons and practical

capacity is 50 tons; 234 C-141s whose maximum capacity is

approximately 40 tons; 250 Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)

passenger configured aircraft and 123 CRAF cargo configured

aircraft (Ref 5). MAC also maintains a network of aerial



ports, support bases, and other facilities throughout the

world.

In this thesis we will present an intertheatre airlift

scenario which requires the efficient and timely delivery of

cargo and passengers from the Continental United States (CONUS)

to locations in various parts of Southwest Asia in response to

a hypothetical contingency plan. Although of limited scope, it

will provide realistic methods to allocate strategic airlift

resources for this particular scenario.

Headquarters MAC/XPSR sponsored this thesis effort based

on their need for a study method to determine how to allocate

airlift resources to cargo and passenger requirements during a

deployment. The objective of this study method, which includes

heuristic algorithms, would be to increase the tonnage

delivered and reduce late cargo deliveries, while at the same

time attempting to meet scheduled closure dates. Algorithms

for allocating aircraft to airlift requirements which meet or

attempt to meet this objective are critical to MAC operations;

however, very little work has been expended in evaluating this

problem. Data and background information for this research

effort were provided by Mr. Thomas E. Kowalsky, Chief,

Operations Research Division, as well as other members of his

staff.

Although Headquarters MAC currently possesses an airlift

model (M-14), this model does not provide the flexibility nor

2



the ease of implementation which is necessary for the study of

aircraft allocation. The M-14 model is highly complex and

requires six to eight weeks reconfiguration time for relatively

minor modifications. If a simpler model could be developed

which would permit MAC to be able to experiment with various

scheduling algorithms before making major changes to M-14, the

planning and scheduling processes could be significantly

enhanced (Ref 16).

A model was developed for this thesis using the Simulation

Language for Alternative Modeling (SLAM) to facilitate studying

scheduling effectiveness. Heuristic scheduling algorithms were

developed and tested using the SLAM model to determine the most

efficient allocation of aircraft resources. The analysis is

directed toward providing Headquarters MAC operations planners

and aircraft schedulers with a study method for evaluating

scheduling algorithms.

Formal Statement of Problem

A determination must be made on how to allocate aircraft

to individual cargo requirements in order to increase cargo

delivered (throughput), reduce cargo tardiness, and meet
I,

closure dates given a particular cargo data set., air base

network, and aircraft set.

Aircraft allocation procedures presently used by MAC are

based on aircraft cargo preference. These preferences are as

follows:

S1. ..3



1. C-5s prefer outsize, oversize, bulk and
passengers.

2. C-141s prefer oversize, bulk, and passengers.

A search is made of available cargo in order of aircraft

preferences, oldest cargo having priority (cargo having the

earliest due date). If no preferred cargo is available, the

search is reinitiated for the next preferred cargo type. This

process continues until all cargo has been scheduled for

airlift.

Scenario

A hypothetical contingency plan requires the

transportation of cargo and passengers from known locations

within CONUS to several locations in Southwest Asia. The types

of cargo which will be addressed are:

1. Outsize cargo--cargo which can only be
transported on C-5 aircraft.

2. Oversize cargo--cargo which may be transported on
either C-5 or C-141 aircraft.

3. Bulk cargo--cargo which may be transported on
either C-5 or C-141 aircraft.

4. Passengers may be transported on either C-5 or
C-141 aircraft.

Each cargo requirement has a designated pick up point

A (origin) and a designated delivery point (destination). In

addition, each cargo requirement will have time windows

associated with it. In other words, each requirement will have

an available-to-load-date (ALD) at its origin and a latest

4



arrival date (LAD) at its destination. There may be multiple

airlift requirements at a particular base of origin, each of

which may be an individual cargo type.

The aircraft to be utilized during the first twelve days

of this contingency will be the C-5 and C-141. Although the

CRAF may be activated to augment military strategic airlift in

supporting contingency operations, it was excluded from our

scenario to limit problem complexity. The military aircraft

have varying speeds, varying cargo capacities and variable

ground times which impact the time cargo spends in the system.

When a cargo airlift requirement is generated at a

particular base, aircraft available are allocated to satisfy

the airlift requirement. Once tasked for a mission, the

aircraft departs its home station, proceeds to the cargo origin

base, loads cargo, and departs for Lajes, Azores. The time

from the aircraft's departure from its home station to its

arrival in international airspace off the U.S. coast is called

set-up time. Due to projected cargo loads, and the distances

involved in deployment to Southwest Asia, aircraft must make

two enroute stops before arrival at cargo destination bases.

For the return flights, aircraft must again make two enroute

stops at other airfields.

J The air base network consists of aircraft home stations,

onload bases, offload bases, and enroute stations. Each base

possesses a limited amount of ramp space and either one or two

, I
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runways. The airfields to be utilized for required enroute

stops consist of Lajes, Azores; Cairo International Airport,

Egypt; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; and Prestwick, Scotland. (The

first two airfields will be utilized for flights enroute to

destinations while the latter two will be used for flights

returning to the CONUS.)

Assumptions

The above discussion can be summarized by formally stating

the following assumptions:

1. Although only the first twelve days of the
deployment period are considered, critical measures
of performance (closures, cargo tardiness, and
tonnage delivered) may be obtained to evaluate the
effectiveness of algorithms tested.

2. Each individual cargo requirement at a base of
origin will have an ALD of one-to-eleven and an LAD
at destination equal to ALD + five.

3. Aircraft allocated to transport cargo always
depart from home stations. This implies that
aircraft returning to CONUS after mission completion
proceed to home stations for post-mission maintenance
and preparation for subsequent missions.

4. Distributions of ground time for each type
aircraft and airfield are based upon the best
information available and accurately reflect ground
time for such a contingency. These distributions
represent the total time consumed for all activities
at a given base which may include time for taxi,
maintenance, loading operations, and crew duties. As
noted earlier, airfields include cargo onload bases,
enroute stations, and offload bases. True ground
times for an actual deployment of this type are
unknown.

5. The only critical resources in the problem under
study are aircraft, ramp space, and runways. This
assumption is based primarily on the analyses
previously performed by our MAC contacts. Since the

6!i4 *1



origin and destination groups in the model are
aggregates of numerous airfields, it is inferred that
the dispersal of aircraft for onloads and offloads
will preclude congestion; however, the use of a
specific network of enroute airfields would probably
cause various degrees of congestion at those
particular bases. Although support resources do
affect the potential activity level, this relaxation
follows the stated objective of evaluating aircraft
selection and allocation schemes rather than
estimating the system capability.

6. Aircraft are generated for the contingency over a
period of 48 hours. This takes into consideration
those aircraft away from home station when the
mobilization process is initiated and which must
return to home stations for deployment mission
preparation.

Research Objectives

The objective of this research is to develop and

demonstrate a flexible study methodology for examining various

algorithms used to allocate strategic airlift resources. This

entails the development of heuristic scheduling algorithms and

a simulation model to be used as a test vehicle for the

algorithms. The contention of this research effort is that the

study method developed can assist MAC/XPSR and MAC/DOOF in

deployment planning and scheduling processes.

The heuristics tested includes cargo priority dispatch

rules, in addition to, aircraft allocation rules based upon

cargo available for airlift.

i:I
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General Methodololgy

This study consists of three separate phases:

1. Literature search.

2. Algorithm and model development.

3. Analysis.

The first phase, or literature search, delves into the

background of the problem and reveals the complexity of

aircraft allocation during a military force deployment which

relies extehsively upon MAC's strategic airlift resources.

This phase also includes a review of scheduling theory with

emphasis on job shop scheduling and heuristics.

The second phase of this study consists of development of

heuristic algorithms and a model to be utilized to test these

algorithms. The primary method of studying dynamic job shop

phenomena is through simulation models (Ref 11). The

heuristics tests are a variety of priority dispatching rules

which determined the order in which cargo is scheduled for

airlift, and which aircraft is assigned to perform the mission.

In line with this, a computer simulation model of the airlift

system is defined and developed using SLAM techniques and

FORTRAN computer codes. Although many priority rules have been

proposed in literature, no analytical formulation has been made

which assures optimality (Ref 11). As a result, there is no

known optimal standard against which to test the performance of

the model. Therefore, substantial reliance is placed upon HQ

S
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MAC/XPSR staff members in validating the model and its

underlying assumptions.

The output for each simulation experiment and applicable

scheduling algorithm is analyzed in the third phase. From this

information, conclusions and recommendations are made in regard

to the aircraft allocation problem.

Overview of Thesis

Chapter II of the thesis acquaints the reader with the

impo-tance of airlift to deployment operations. It also

includes a discussion of organizations which have a valid

interest in strategic airlift support for contingencies.

Chapter III deals with the scheduling literature research,

methodology (algorithm development), and experimental design

for this thesis. Chapter IV includes a discussion of the SLAM

model, which was used as a test vehicle to evaluate algorithms.

In Chapter V, the results and analysis are covered. The

conclusions and recommendations of this thesis effort along

with ideas for future research are discussed in Chapter VI.

9



II. Historical Background

Introduction

The history of warfare is filled with examples where a

handful of forces, moved to the right place at the right time,

swayed the tide of battle. In recent history, airlift has

played an increasing role in deployment operations.

During the 1950's a Pan-Arabist movement in the Mideast

polarized states in that region into two camps. At that time,

the "Eisenhower Doctrine" promised U.S. support would be

available if any attempt by pro-communist insurgents was made

to overthrow any regime in the area. on July 14, 1958, the

pro-west Hashemite monarachy of Iraq was overthrown by

pro-Nasser military officers (Ref 26). Lebanon, meanwhile, was

experiencing problems with internal strife and requested

American assistance to avoid a similar political crisis. The

situation caught military strategists and leaders off guard.

President Eisenhower ordered Marine amphibious units of

the Sixth Fleet to land at Beirut, but only the 2nd Battallion

of 2nd Marines was immediately available. This small force

landed 24 hours after notification, and a day later, Marine

units from the 3rd Battalion, 6th Marines, landed ashore. On

July 18, the 1st Battalion, 8th Marines, landed at Beirut to

guard the beachhead and 800 men of the 2nd Battalion, 8th

Marines were airlifted in 54 hours from Camp Lejeune to Beirut

(Ref 26). The next day, the Army's 24th Airborne Brigade

10
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followed. By August, there were nearly 15,000 Marines and Army

troops in the area. Although only providing policing action,

they injected a measure of calm among the opposing factions

within the country.

Another example of the importance of strategic mobility's

impact ocurred in the Dominican Republic in 1965. Two thousand

paratroopers from the 82nd Airborne were airlifted by C-130s to

San Isedro Air Base on April 28 to supplement an already

present 1600 Marines. Seven additional battalions were

airlifted to the area between May 1 and May 4, 1965 (Ref 26).

Although the troops' stated purpose was to protect American

lives, their presence effectively stopped further military

action and paved the way for resolution of internal problems.

Our Allies also rely upon our airlift resources. French

and Belgian troops were airlifted into Shaba Province, Africa,

in 1978 to ward off surrogate forces from nearby Angola. In

1980 American resources were utilized in airlifting British

Commonwealth troops into Zimbabwe-Rhodesia to supervise

elections. During the Yom Kippur War of 1973, the Isreali

government requested and received assistance in the form of

material and supplies to support their military efforts against

the attacking Syrian and Egyptian forces. The bulk of this

logistics support was provided by strategic airlift.

The importance of strategic airlift in our national

strategy, therefore, cannot be overstressed. Whenver military

•~1 1
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assistance is required, it is essential that adequate airlift

be available to provide rapid deployment of resources before

opposing forces can build up tht'ir defenses as ocurred during

the recent Falkland War. Because Brihish troops were unable to

deploy rapidly, Argentina had ample time to build up its

defense of the Falkland Islands.

Recognition of the importance of strategic airlift has

resulted in improvements being made in regard to our own

airlift resources. To help offset a significant shortfall of

aircraft, the C-5 is presently undergoing wing modifica-ion to

extend its service life to 30,000 flying hours, while the C-141

fleet has been modified to permit an additional 30% increase in

oversize cargo payloads.

To maximize the use of these limited resources, it is

imperative that plans be developed which will result in

efficient utilization of aircraft during stategic deployment.

The Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) has been tasked with

significant responsibilities with regard to non-NATO

contingency operations, one of which is Southwest Asia, the

scenario selected for this thesis effort.

Rai Deployment Joint Task Force

The development of the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force

(RDJTF-renamed Centr&l Command, CENTCOM, in January, 1983)

places heavy emphasis on the rapid deployment and mobility of

forces to areas throughout the world. Deterring overt Soviet

12



aggression in the Persian Gulf region and preserving

uninterrupted access to oil from this region was the primary

rationale behind the RDJTF fozmed by the Carter Administration

in the wake of Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979.

In his State of the Union Address on January 23, 1980,

President Carter stated:

"Any attempts by any outside force to gain control of
the Persian Gulf Region will be regarded as an
assault on the vital interests of the United States
of America, and such an assault will be repelled by
any means necessary, including military force." (Ref
14:9)

The Persian Gulf Region is sometimes referred to as

Southwest Asia. Geographically, this area forms a crescent

from Pakistan through Turkey and includes Arabia. One should

realize that the Persian Gulf is the most demanding contingency

for the United States in terms of deployment primarily because

of distances (6000 nautical miles from the east coast) involved

and the necessity of overflight and landing privileges. (In

[' the 1973 Arab-Israeli Conflict, differing perceptions of that

conflict led several countries to deny the U.S. military

forces overflight and landing priveleges.)

Since 1979, at which time the Imperial Regime in Iran

fell, the U.S. has observed the progressive destabilization in

the northern portions of the Middle East--from Turkey to Iran,

Afghanistan and Pakistan. This area was once noted as the

strategic "Northern Tier" during the Eisenhower-Dnlles -era.

However, due to the recent developments in this area, it no

13
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longer prevents the projection of Soviet military power as it

did before the political changes in Iran and the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan (Ref 24). As a consequ,wnce of these

developments, the political structures of the Arabian Peninsula

are severely threatened-thus endangering vital sources of oil

supplies. Access to Persian Gulf oil is imperative to the

western world and its allies since they import large quantities

of oil from this region. (The U.S., Western Europe, and Japan

import 20%, 67%, and 75% respectively from the area.)

Therefore, there is no area more critical to the economic and

political survival of the U.S. and its western allies than the

Arabian Peninsula (Ref 24).

The RDF relies on a preemptive strategy that, according to

the RDJTF commander, permits the U.S. to "get forces into an

area rapidly, irrespective of size." (Ref 19:374). Strategic

airlift implies the use of those aircraft designed for long

range deployment of military forces in response to a national

emergency. These aircraft, as previously stated, include 304

military aircraft (C-5s and C-141s), 113 cargo aircraft (Civil

Reserve Air Fleet-CRAF), and 250 passenger aircraft (CRAF).

Strategic mobility forces move people, equipment, and supplies

to wartime locations; provide sustaining support; and allow our

forces to respond to unpredictable shifts in the demands of

combat. Mobility programs include airlift, sealift, and the

prepositioning of equipment and supplies to reduce movement

requirements. Airlift and sealift provide flexibility
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necessary to respond to the unexpected. During a sustained

conflict, sealift could carry the bulk of necessary supplies

and equipment. Existing sealift, however, cannot provide

sufficient rapid response in many scenarios and, therefore,

A strategic airlift is required.

Because of the distances involved for a contingency in the

Persian Gulf and the requirement for quick insertion of forces

(preemptive strategy), the U.S. has embarked upon the task of

prepostioning certain types of heavy equipment. Presently, 7

cargo ships are anchored at Diego Garcia, an island in the

Indian Ocean approximately 2000 miles from the Straits of

Hormuz. (The Straits of Hormuz connect the Indian Ocean to the

Persian Gulf.) These ships hold much of the equipment which

would be utilized by a marine amphibious brigade. Aircraft and

other equipment which do not lend themselves to this type

storage and most of the necessary personnel would have to be

airlifted into the area to marry-up with this prepositioned

equipment (Ref 19).

Although initially designed to cope with potential

conflicts in Southwest Asia, the RDJTF mission requires

planning employment of designated forces, joint training and

exercising of these forces, and ultimately deploying and

employing them in response to contingencies threatening U.S.

interests anywhere in the world (Ref 19). When a conflict

arises, the RDJTF will control all the U.S.-based Army, Air

Force, Navy, and Marine units it needs. The RDJTF is a central
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reservoir comprised of units based primarily in the U.S. from

which forces can be drawn for a specific contingency. The

actual force size and composition would depend upon the crisis

and nature of the threat.

Once a particular mission has been assi.gned to the RDJTF,

units appropriate to that mission will also be assigned. It

should be noted that with the exception of small,

forward-deployed Marine Corps elements, practically all the

RDJTF's combat forces, whether Army, Air Force, or Marines,

will require tran3portation from the U.S. (Ref 34). This

implies that a majority of equipment and personnel will require

strategic airlift to our support the preemptive srategy. The

RDJTF has no units permanently assigned to it, but some units

have a high likelihood of participating in such a mission.

Those units which have been publicly identified are (Ref 26):

ARMY

82nd Airborne Division

9 infantry battalions

3 105 mm artillery batteries

1 air defense battalion

1 light armor battalion

1 air cavalry squadron and

divisional support units

101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)

9 infantry battalions

1 air cavalry squadron
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3 105 mm howitzer battalions

1 aviation group

24th Infantry Division (Mechanized)

6 mechanized battalions

3 armored battalions

4 artillery battalions

1 armored cavalry squadron

1 air defense battalion

1 aviation battalion

MARINE CORPS

3 marine amphibious forces (MAFS)

1 marine amphibious brigade (7th MAB)

2-3 infantry battalions

1 tank battalion

1 155 mm howitzer battalion

1 air component

1 marine amphibious unit (MAU)

AIR FORCE

SAC - 57th Air Division

MAC - strategic and tactical airlift

resources including Civil Reserve Air

Fleet (CRAF)

TAC - tactical fighter wing resources

RESERVES

50,000 personnel "- support units

(maintenance, transportation, and

medical)
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To improve our nation's capability to deploy and sustain

any of these mobilized combat forces, the Joint Deployment

Agency (JDA) was organized in 1979.

Joint Deployment Agency

The JDA's mission, as assigned by the Department of

Defense (DOD), is to insure that American forces and their

equipment are available to military commanders conducting

operations anywhere in the world. Furthermore, its mission

includes planning, coordinating, and monitoring

deployments/redeployments and movements of mobilized resources

necessary to meet military objectives (Ref 22). Recently, an

additional decision-making authority during the deployment

phase was added by JCS. The JDA will act as the agent of the

JCS and supported commanders during deployment execution and

* sustainment of forces. Based on their guidance, the JDA will

adjust movement plans, schedules, and transportation modes, and

* I then direct implementation of these deployment decisions. A

harmonious working relationship between JDA and

supported/supporting commanders worldwide, the three U.S.

military transportation operating agencies (TOAs - Militaiy

Airlift Command (MAC), Military Sealift Command (MSC), and

* Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC)), the Services,

Service logistic agencies, and other DOD agencies (Ref 22).

Collectively, these organizations are referred to as the joint

deployment community--those responsible for planning and
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executing the movement of forces and materiel from origins to

destinations.

The JDA coordinates transportation support provided by the

TOAS to move forces, equipment, and supplies. This deployment

planning integrates aircraft provided by MAC, ships from MSC,

and ground transportation resources from MTMC, to identify

actual transportation capabilities for supporting a plan. This

helps the supported commander to realize how fast the forces

and supplies will be delivered so he can make adjustments

durixng a contingency. During a crisis, the JDA's role is to

assist in the JCS decision making process. A Deployment Action

Team (DAT) is formed when it is determined that a deployment of

forces is required. This team is the focal point for

coordinating all deployment actions required by the deployment

community. The DAT directs the actions required to modify

existing contingency plans or develop a new one for the crisis.

Working closely with the TOAs, the team provides JCS with

information on how quickly a fighting force will be in place.

JCS can then advise the NCA of the options available if the

decision to commit military forces is actually made. When a

deployment of forces is necessary, the JDA coordinates withI. commanders providing forces (supporting commanders) and with

the TOAs to insure that the operations plan is being supported.

When deployment problems arise, JDA makes necessary adjustments

to maintain the flow of materiel and personnel by applicable

modes of transportation and insure closure profiles (time
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allocated for cargo delivery) are met. As stated above, MAC,

as a TOA, must insure that its allocation of strategic airlift

resources complies with the contingency plan.

MAC's Involvement

In 1980, the Secretary of Defense and Air Force Chief of

Staff report to Congress stated that the "current airlift

deficiency is judged to be the greatest problem the Air Force

faces in executing national military strategy" (Ref 29). The

magnitude of the problem surrounding transport aircraft has

surfaced on several occasions. In July 1980, for example, the

U.S. deployed a single squadron of F-4 aircraft to Egypt.

Airlift resources required for this deployment totaled 33

aircraft (5 C-141s and 28 C--5s). These aircraft were required

to transport approximately 2000 tons (4 million pounds) of

cargo and 450 support personnel (112,500 pounds) for the

deployment phase alone.

In late November 1980, personnel from the 101st Airborne

Division deployed to Egypt in an exercise called Bright Star

'81. This was the RDF's first deployment of ground forces to a

foreign land and required a total of 90 sorties of C-5s and

C-141s in order to transport 625 combat and 775 support

personnel into the area (Ref 25).

An even larger Bright Star exercise was conducted in 1982.

In this exercise, forces were deployed from several CONUS

locations to four Southwest Asian countries. MAC airlifted
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elements of the Army's 82nd Airborne and 24th Infantry

Divisions, as well as Air Force A-10 and F-16 units, to Egypt

for a combined U.S./Egyptian field training exercise.

Army combat engineers were transported to Somalia to

conduct engineering projects. U.S. and other unconventional

warfare units were deployed to Sudan for combined U.S./Sudanese

warfare maneuvers. Simultaneously, the Marines and

communications support forces were conducting amphibious

operations in Oman. This Bright Star exercise involved more

airlift aircraft than any exercise since 1960, and it also

exercised all four services in joint operations for the first

time in Southwest Asia. For the aircraft involved, numerous

intermediate support airfields were required to provide

necessary fuel, maintenance, and crew staging facilities. The

final destination for cargo and people participating in the

Egyptian part of the exercise was Cairo West, an austere

fighter base approximately 30 miles west of Cairo. Cairo

International Airport served as an enroute facility for those

missions whose destinations included Wadi Seidna, Sudan;

Berbera, Somalia; and Masirah, Oman.

To support this exercise, MAC flew a total of 542 missions

(2794 sorties) to airlift a total of 7461 tons of cargo. These

missions included 52 C-5 missions, 394 C-141 missions, and 85

C-130 missions (Ref 6). Additionally, CRAF was also exercised.

Ten commercial, wide-bodied aircraft assisted in transporting

troops to and from Cairo West and another was used to transport
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paratroopers from the U.S. to Sigonella, Italy. Although

exercise employment periods lasted from a few days to a few

weeks for rapid deployment forces, MAC aircraft were involved

for the entire time period (November 25-December 11). These

airlift forces were utilized for deployment, employment, and

redeployment exercise phases.

Some problem areas identified and related to airlift

resources were as follows (Ref 6):

1. Timely decisions are critical to an orderly
airlift flow.

2. Numerous changes to airlift requests resulted in
some degradation of the mission.

3. Late approval and denial of overflight and
landing rights also caused changes to schedule flow.
Instead of a single enroute stop, multiple enroute
stops were required which necessitated additional
support personnel and equipment.

In Bright Star '82, 98% of the goods and people were delivered

prior to or on the desired delivery date (Ref 6).

The details involved in transporting U.S. fighting men

all the way to the Persian Gulf are staggering. It is

estimated by the Pentagon that "...using all existing air and

sealift forces, it would take up to six months to transport

200,000 men to the Persian Gulf" (Ref 25:198). This effort

alone would preclude the use of ships and planes for any other

lift operation.
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Summary

This chapter has presented a brief history of the RDJTF

and the JDA, an agency responsible for insuring that American

forces and their equipment are available to military commanders

conducting operations anywhere in the world. It has also

addressed MAC's strategic airlift involvement in recent

mobility exercises. Furthermore, it has revealed the magnitude

of the strategic airlift problem with regard to deployment

distances, airlift requirements (tonnage), and the critical

factor of time. With this historical background, it is

apparent that planning and scheduling for potential

contingencies will continue to play a significant role in

supporting national strategic objectives. The authors address

the problem of airlift scheduling by developing algorithms to

be tested by computer simulation.

The following chapter contains the results of the

scheduling literature search, the methodology, and the

experimental design for this research effort.
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III. Application of Schedulin_

Theory To Aircraft Allocation

Introduction

The typical job shop has operations/jobs which wait for

machines to process them. In the stated problem, the cargo

requirements are the operations which must wait to be processed

by the airlift resources (aircraft). Because the subject of

this research effort dealt directly with allocation of

resources, an extensive review of scheduling literature was

conducted.

Baker defines scheduling as the allocation of resources

over time to perform a collection of tasks (Ref 4). Scheduling

is both a decision-making function (process of determining a

schedule) and a body of theory (collection of principles,

models, techniques, and logical conclusions that provide

insight into the scheduling function). The planning function

addresses three questions: (1) What product or service is to be

provided? (2) On what scale will it be provided? (3) What

resources are to be made available? The scheduling function

assumes answers already exist. These two functions in many

cases are interrelated. Once the tasks and resources available

are provided to the scheduler, he formulates a tentative

schedule and evaluates it. The schedule may then be returned

to the planner, who may alter the tasks to be performed or the

number of resources available. This process may continue for
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some time before a planning decision is reached. The

scheduling process, therefore, arises where resources available

are fixed as a result of prior planning decisions. Models are

available to assist decision makers in a variety of scheduling

problems. The Gantt chart, a graphical representation of

resource allocation over time, is one of the most simple and

widely used. When a model represents reality, it can become an

integral part of the scheduling function. Baker also notes

that coarse and oversimplified models may be of considerable

value in representing the general structure and essential

properties of scheduling problems (Ref 4).

Scheduling Theory

Scheduling theory is concerned primarily with mathematical

models that relate to the scheduling function. These

mathematical models are quantitative approaches which translate

decisionmaking goals into objective functions and constraints.

An objective function normally contains all system costs

impacted by a scheduling decision. Sequencing, the ordering of

tasks to be performed (Ref 4), is a specialized scheduling

problem in which an ordering of jobs determines a schedule.

Elmaghraby outlines four generally accepted methodologies

regarding sequencing theory (Ref 18):

1. Combinatorial approach--this approach changes one
permutation to another by switching around jobs which
satisfy a given criterion.

2. General mathematical programming--a set of
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theories which collectively includes linear, dynamic,
quadratic and convex programming, integer
programming, networks of flow, and Langrangian
methods.

3. Reliable heuristics--called "combinatorial
programming" or "controlled enumeration" (Ref 18).
On the basis of two principal concepts, problem
solving procedures are developed: controlled
enumeration concepts are used to consider all
potential solutions, and those potential solutions
are eliminated which are known to be unacceptable due
to bounding, dominance, or feasibility
considerations.

4. Monte Carlo--the boundaries of the system under
study are defined, and the decision rules which will
be followed are specified. This includes any
priority rules. The functional behavior of each
component of the system is determined along with the
mode of interaction among the various components.

The theory of scheduling clearly includes a variety of

techniques useful in solutions to scheduling problems. The

scheduling field has become a focal point for development,

application, and evaluation of combinatorial procedures,

simulation techniques, network methods, and heuristic solution

approaches. Problem complexity, nature of the model, and

criterion choice will determine the actual technique to be

employed.

Feasibility constraints are normally found in both

scheduling and sequencing problems and include limits on

.) I capacity of available resources and restrictions on the order

of task accomplishment. A solution to the scheduling problem

is any feasible resolution of these two types of constraints

(Ref 4). Therefore, to solve a particular scheduling problem

one must answer two questions: (1) Which resources will be
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allocated to perform each task? (2) When will each task be

performed? Hence, scheduling is concerned with both allocation

and sequencing.

Two areas of scheduling theory surfaced during the

literature review which merited consideration for solving the

aircraft allocation problem: vehicle routing and job shop

scheduling.

Vehicle Routing

Since the stated problem focuses on the allocation of

aircraft (vehicles) to cargo airlift requirements (customers),

it was determined that vehicle routing and scheduling should be

investigated. In the scenario, aircraft were to proceed from

their home bases to pick up cargo at a cargo onload base and

transport it to a designated offload base via a specified route

structure. The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a constrained

version of the travelling salesman problem (TSP) (Ref 3). In

the VRP, the primary consideration is vehicle capacity although

other type constraints may be considered. The TSP seeks to

find a minimum cost path that, from an initial point, visits

each city or stop once and only once, ending at the initial

stop.

A class of sequencing or routing problems where the key

facet of the routing is that a pickup must precede the

corresponding, subsequent delivery is represented by the pickup

and delivery problem (PUDP). Other constraints are possible
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and depend upon the particular application. These may include

service time windows, service quality parameters or operational

constraints on either the driver or the vehicle. Therefore,

the PUDP is also a constrained version of the TSP.

The PUDP represents many practical routing situations and

includes both dial-a-ride service (DARS) and courier type

services. The DARS is characteristic of many public service

organizations today which provide transportation to customers

for various purposes. DARS vehicles must pick up people at

their individual origins and transport them to other locations

(destinations). The primary objectives of such problems is to

satisfy all customer service requests in the most economical

manner.

As noted earlier, the route stucture for the stated

contingency operation was essentially fixed. Aircraft were not

required to proceed to more than one cargo onload base (i.e.,

service more than one customer). A minimum cost route was,

therefore, not appropriate for this research problem. The

4 authors, therefore, devoted their attention to job shop

scheduling, an area believed to hold more promise in resolving

L the aircraft allocation issue.

Job Shop SchedlinaI

Most early research in the scheduling field involved

manufacturing, therefore, this vocabulary is normally employed

when describing scheduling problems. Resources are normally
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called machines, whereas tasks are called jobs. If jobs

comprise several subtasks, these subtasks are known as

operations. These operations are normally interrelated by

precedence restrictions.

Job shop scheduling deals with resources, capacity

constraints, and dynamic job arrivals--characteristics of the

problem being addressed with regard to allocation of airlift

resources. A job shop is the set of all the machines that are

identified with a particular set of operations; a job shop

process consists of the machines, the jobs, and the operations,

and a statement of the disciplines that restrict the manner in

which operations can be assigned to specific points on the time

scale of the appropriate machine. "A machine in this process

is intuitively a device or facility capable of performing

whatever it is that has to be done in an operation, but

abstractly, a machine is just a time scale with certain

intervals available" (Ref 8).

The majority of published job shop articles reviewed were

concerned with the effects of scheduling and sequencing

(dispatching) on various measures of shop performance criteria.

Usually, these effects are studied in a given context, a

context which can be described by making the appropriate choice

from each of the following three classifications (Ref 11):

1. Number of component parts (operations) comprising
a job.

a. Single-component jobs
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b. Multiple-component jobs

2. Production factors possessed by the shop.

a. Machines

b. Labor and machines

3. Jobs available for processing

a. N jobs to be scheduled, or sequenced where N
is finite. As previously noted, this is the
static sequencing or scheduling problem.

b. An undetermined (infinite) number of jobs
arrive continuously, but randomly, at the shop
for service (dynamic sequencing).

In Figure 1, a schema for classifying sequencing problems

is shown (Ref 11:12). In this figure, one can see that

sequencing problems are classified by: (1) the nature of job

arrivals (fixed batch size or continuous arrivals given by a

probability density function); (2) the number of machines

involved (single stage, M=l; or multistage production, with

M>l; and (3) the nature of the job route. In the closed job

shop, each job must have one of a number of specified routings,

representing a fixed line of products. The open job shop, on

i': the other hand, accommodates practically any possible machine

routing. An example of the latter is custom-ordered products.

An aggregrate description of the machine routings is normally

contained in a routing matrix.

In the 1960'o, a large number of simulation experiments

suggested advantages to be gained by considering the job shop

as a network of waiting lines with fixed short run capacity,

The recognition that the job shop could be represented as a
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system or network of queues was an important one and research

in this area is continuing. An important variable which can be

manipulated in sequencing models is the priority dispatching

rule (queue discipline), and much of the research has focused

upon comparative studies of dispatching rules through computer

simulation.

In a shop scheduling problem, a job is released to a shop

with an associated due date (desired completion time), in order

that it be shipped to the customer on time. The release time

or arrival time is the time at which the job is released to the

shop by some external job-generation process. If a job is not

completed by its due date, a penalty (cost, customer

dissatisfaction, etc.) is incurred. A job which is not

completed on its due date is considered late. Lateness may be

negative or positive and is obtained by subtracting the due

date from the actual completion date. Tardiness of a job is

defined as positive lateness (a job is completed after its due

date). The aim is to minimize the penalty through good

scheduling procedures.

The output of a shop is the number of jobs completed. A

single job may involve work on only one productive facility

(machine) or on many machines. The job generally pertains to

the work that must be porformed and the physical entity(s) that

are objects of the work. Generally, a job consists of one or

more operations and each operation is performed on a machine.
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A job file is a listing of operation times and due dates

for jobs. For a static scheduling problem, the entire job file

is given, however, for the dynamic problem there is an initial

set of jobs and more jobs appear from time to time.

To lay out a schedule, a rule or set of rules is required.

Because the scheduling problem is one of determining precedence

or ordering in time among a number of jobs, an operational

scheduling rule includes a means of determining priorities of

jobs. The following definitions are provided:

1. Priority rule - that rule which assigns to each
waiting job a scalar value, the minimum of which,
among the jobs waiting at a machine, determine the
job to be selected over all others for scheduling.

2. Scheduling rule - dictates which job among those
waiting for service is to be scheduled in preference
to the others (scheduling a job means scheduling the
next operation of a job).

Good priority rules should be utilized but tailored to the

problem at hand. If, for example, a job slack rule is being

used but by following the rule it will cause a job of lesser

priority to be late, then the rule should be broken. Thus, one

or more priority rules are combined with certain heuristics.

Heuristics which seem reasonable and worthy of effort should be

tested. Heuristics should answer the following question: If

the schedule isn't good enough, or if we believe it can be

improved, what should be done?

A scheduling rule may include one or more heuristics

(rules of thumb) in addition to or instead of a priority rule.
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Heuristics as used throughout the remainder of this research

effort implies the use of practical experience, observation,

and logic, to develop priority dispatch rules to replace exact

mathematical relationships. The scheduling rule is a function

of the job file when the job selected by the rule is dependent

upon number of operations, operation times or due dates.

The effectiveness of a scheduling rule may be measured in

a number of ways. Theoretically, these measures of performance

for effectiveness have been the average or the maximum of the

values of completion-time, flow-time, lateness, or tardiness.

These are all examples of regular measures of performance. A

regular measure is a value to be minimized that can be

expressed as a function of the job completion-times, and which

increases only if one or more completion-times increase.

Job priorities may be set before scheduling begins and

either remain unchanged or vary in some way independent of the

schedule and of the job file (static). An effective priority

rule should be dynamic and reflect the status of jobs from time

to time as the schedule progresses. Examples of static

priority rules include priority equals due date and priority

equals reciprocal of operations (a job comprises one or more

tasks or operations). In the static case, priority is

established before scheduling commences and the order remains

unchanged. According to Gere, if a static priority rule

appears to be good, then there should be a better rule which is

a dynamic analogue of that static rule (Ref 20). The dynamic
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analog of the due date rule is job slack. For the static case

of due date, priority is equal to due date minus starting time.

For the dynamic case, priority equals due date minus present

time minus processing time remaining. One normally seeks the

best priority rule, the one which will be most effective most

of the time, regardless of the associated job file.

As noted earlier, Monte Carlo simulation has been the

principle tool of analysis for the dynamic job shop because of

the stochastic nature of the parameters. Several factors

appear common among these simulations, including shop load

parameters and operational characteristics of the system. Shop

load parameters include: (1) the mean arrival rate of jobs in

the shop, (2) the mean processing rates at the various machines

or machine centers, and (3) the number of machines or machine

centers (including the number of machines in each center) in

the shop (Ref 11). Operational characteristics of the system

include: (1) the distribution of arrival of jobs in the shop,

(2) the processing time distributions at the individual

machines or machine centers, and (3) a procedure for generating

job routings (Ref 11). Queue discipline, the sequencing policy

for jobs in the queue, is another common factor.

Past Research on Priority Rules

Job shop literature is filled with a variety of proposed

priority rules but analytical formulation doe not guarantee

optimality. Rowe states that even small scheduling problems
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are very difficult to formulate and solve in terms of all the

variables. Furthermore, he said complete enumeration of

large-size scheduling problems is virtually impossible. An

example of this is a job shop with ten machines and ten jobs.

For this problem, there would be (1011 0 possible job

permutations which makes enumeration prohibitive (Ref 31).

However, priority rules have been found, in general, to

accelerate jobs through the shop and also affect aggregate

measures of shop performance. Priority rules may be classified

into four categories:

1. Lateness rules - priority determined according to
some increasing function of lateness.

2. Arrival order rules - priority assigned based on
the order in which jobs arrive at the machine under
consideration.

3. Job based rules - priority based on some property
of the job.

4. Random rule - priority of jobs assigned randomly.

The actual effectiveness of a given priority rule is

determined by how it meets predetermined criteria. Day states

that much of the work done on priority rules in relation to job

shops has been with respect to the effect of the rules on the

mean and variance of distributions of the following measures of

shop performance (Ref 11):

*Y 1 1. Job lateness with respect to due dates.

2. Percent of jobs late with respect to due dates.

3. Work-in-process inventory.
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4. Order flow time.

5. Waiting time at each machine or for the shop as a

whole.

6. Number of orders in the shop.

7. Machine utilization.

8. Setup time.

Gere conducted a study of eight priority dispatching rules

and eight heuristics in 1966 (Ref 20). The sixteen dynamic

problems involved 20 to 60 jobs, 1 to 16 operations, and 4 to

16 machines. The priority rules that he tested are listed

below:

1. Job slack--the number of free hours available
before the due date. If a job is necessarily going
to be late, the slack is negative.

2. Job slack per operation--the number of free hours
available before the due date divided by the number
of operations remaining. If a job is necessarily
going to be late, the rating is the (negative) amount
of slack.

3. Job slack ratio--the number of free hours
available before the due date divided by the number
of hours remaining until the due date. When a job is
necessarily going to be late, the rating is the
(negative) amount of slack.

4. Modified job slack ratio--the number of free
hours available before the due date, after operation
times have been inflated to include expected delay

r times, divided by the number of hours remaining until
the due date. If a job is necessarily going to be
late, the rating is the (negative) amount of modified
slack.

5. Shortest imminent operation--length in hours of
the next operation of the job.

6. Shortest imminent operation-job slack ratio--the
job slack ratio is calculated for each job and a
check is made to see whether any job is necessarily
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late (has negative slack); if so, the priority rating
of each job equals job slack; if not, then the
priority rating of each job whose slack ratio is no
greater than twice that of the tightest job (job with
minimum slack ratio) is equal to the length in hours
of its next operation; the rating of any other job is
irrelevant.

7. First-come, first-served (FCFS)--the first
arrival in the queue of the machine receives the
highest priority: priority values are assigned to
jobs in a decreasing sequence as they arrive in a
queue.

8. Random--select the job at random.

Gere supplemented these priority dispatch rules with

heuristic algorithms. While discussing eight potential

algorithms, only the following three were tested:

1. Alternate operation--Schedule the operation
according to the priority rule, but check to see if
this makes another job critical (slack has become
negative or, if positive, has reached a critical
level). If so, revoke the last operation, and
schedule the next operation on the critical job.
Check again for lateness. If scheduling the second
job does not make another job critical, then schedule
it, otherwise, schedule the first one dictated by the
rule.

2. Look ahead--if there is a critical job due to
reach a machine at some future hour, yet before the
scheduled operation is completed, then schedule the
critical job instead. Check the effect on other jobs
and then make the final decision.

3. Re-do with adjusted due dates--when a schedule is
completed and at least one job is late, decrease the
due date of each late job (for priority calculations)
by the hours the job was late; then lay out the
schedule again. For the second schedule, the rule
will tighten up the jobs previously late, hopefully
just enough to complete them on time in the revised
schedule.
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Those heuristics not included in his evaluation were:

1. Insert--when a look ahead job has been scheduled,
there is normally a period of idle time on the
machine. This rule says if there is an operation
which will fit into this idle time period, it should
be scheduled. Gere questions whether this type of
situation occurs often enough to require its use.

2. Time-transcending schedule--determine the
priority rating for each job, and schedule the next
operation of the job with the top priority.
Priorities are reevaluated and the above process
repeated with the most critical job being scheduled.
Gere concluded that this rule cannot anticipate
future conflicts except by iteration, and a
time-progression program with a look-ahead feature is
as effective as a time-transcending program. In
addition, time-transcending programs take longer to
program.

3. Subset of critical jobs--requires the selection
of a subset of critical jobs, with these jobs
scheduled according to some priority rule(s), and the
remaining jobs scheduled around these. This rule may
force a non-critical job to wait for extended periods
becoming first critical and then late. Gere
concluded this heuristic provided no additional
features over the time-progression schedule with a
look-ahead routine.

4. Flexibility--using a Gantt chart, an operation is
discovered which will not quite fit between two other
operations on a given machine which means this
operation will experience a lengthy delay. If this
operation could be squeezed into the open time
period, this job would not experience such a delay,
although subsequent jobs would encounter slight
delays. Gere determined there is no need for
flexible scheduling if time-progression scheduling is
employed without subset scheduling.

5. Manipulation--this requires the utilization of a
Gantt chart also. This heuristic is also called the
"jig saw puzzle" approach (Ref 20). This heuristic
involves trial and error scheduling as follows: if a
gap on a machine exists, try to move a late job into
it; if a string of operations exist on a particular
machine, try to move up the first operation to locsen
up the others; if there is a long wait before a job
can get on a machine, try to get that job or another
on the machine earlier.
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The conclusions drawn by Gere as a result of this study

were: (1) the selection of a priority rule for discriminating

between jobs competing for time on the machines is not as

important as the selection of a set of heuristics which bolster

the rule. (2) Since there is little difference in selection of

priority rules after they are combined with two or more

heuristics, a simple rule should be used. Two simple rules he

recomnended were job slack and shortest imminent operation

rules. (3) Those heuristics that anticipate future progress of

a schedule, improve schedules significantly in both a

statistical and practical sense. The job slack per operation

rule performed better than any other priority rule (with and

without heuristics).

In an extensive computer simulation experiment in 1965,

Conway tested the performance of 39 priority rules. The

shortest operation time (SOT or SIOT for Gere) proved to be the

least sensitive of the priority rules studied. It should be

noted that this rule does not even consider due date but gave* I

better overall performance. Of the due date priority rules,

slack per operation was the best (Ref 9). One of the biggest

objections to the use of the SOT rule, however, is that while

the mean time which jobs spend in the system is minimized,

individual jobs (those with long operations) will be

intolerably delayed with an increase in lateness variance (Ref

11). Since the variance of the lateness distribution is the

basic disadvantage of the SOT rule, Conway illustrates three
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variance reduction methods: (1) Alternate the SOT rule with a

low variance rule with respect to flow time to clean out the

shop. (2) Forcibly truncate the SOT rule by imposing a limit

on the delay that individual jobs will tolerate. (3) Divide

jobs into two classes, preferred and regular. When the next

job in the queue of the machine in question is to be chosen,

the preferred job with the shortest operation time is selected.

If there are no preferred jobs in this queue, then the regular

job with the shortest processing time is selected (Ref 10).

rhe COVERT rule was another attempt to find a rule which

retained the SOT performance but which tended to minimize the

exLreme completion delays of a few orders (Ref 4). The COVERT

rule establishes, for each job in the queue, a ratio whose

numerator is the delay cost rate for a particular Job (c) and

whose denominator is the processing time of that job on the

machine in question (t). The priority assigned to a waiting

operation ia the ratio c over t (c/t) and the dispatching rule

selects the operation with the largest ratio for earliest

processing. Critical jobs are those without slack which

implies even if remaining operations were completed without

V. delay, the job could not be completed early. Such jobs were

assigned a delay cost of cml. For those noncritical jobs in

which the length of time until the due date exceeds the amount

of waiting time anticipated plus processing time, c=0. Jobs

* . between these two extremes possess positive slack, but it is

insufficient to meet the waiting time requirement that is
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anticipated (Ref 4) and a formula for computing c must be used,

If one takes c=l and t=2 the ratio c/t becomes 0.5 which

becomes this operation's priority. "The total delay cost is

minimized if the task with the highest ratio is dispatched,

since, in this process, one maximizes the tradeoff of the

resource being allocated (processing time) against the

potential gain (delay avoided)"(Ref 33:66). Results obtained

by Carroll showed the mean tardiness of the COVERT rule to be

superior to that of the truncated SOT rule, to be discussed in

the following paragraph.

According to Baker, SOT and LWKR (Least Work Remaining)

are static with respect to a particular operation, but dynamic

with respect to a particular job in the sense that individual

operations of the same job acquire different relative

priorities. This applies to other rules also, which are

,4 defined below (Ref 4):

1. FCFS--highest priority given to the waiting
operation that arrived at the queue first.

2. MST--highest priority given to the operation with
minimum slack time (previously defined by Gere as job
slack).

3. OPNDD--highest priority is given to the waiting
operation with the earliest operation due date. An
operation due date is determined by dividing the
interval between the job due date and its shop
arrival time into as many subintervals as there are
operations. The end of each subinterval represents a
due date for the corresponding operation. (A dynamic
version of this rule occurs if the shop arrival time
is replaced by the current dispatching time.)
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4. LWKR--highest priority given to the waiting
operation associated with the job having the least.
amount of total processing remaining to be done.

Baker also defines TSPT (Truncated SPT or Truncated SOT)

to mean that the highest priority is given to the waiting

operation with the shortest imminent operation time (as under

SPT) except when an operation in the queue has waited in this

queue more than W time units. Operations with queue times

larger than W are given overriding priority and are dispatched

under FCFS (Ref 4).

This scheduling review provided us with the necessary

information from which a solution strategy for the stated

problem could be developed.

Methodology

The most critical area to the development of the

methodology was the selection of measures of performance.

Although these were mentioned in Chapter I, they are restated

at this time:

1. Maximize cargo requirements meeting closure dates
(those requirements arriving at destinations prior to
or on the latest arrival date)--percentage.

2. Minimize amount of tardy cargo-- measured in
ton-days.

3. Maximize tonnage delivered-- measured in tons for
the twelve day period.

The selection of these three measures was made after

interviews with HQ MAC/XPSR staff members and the authors'
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interpretation and evaluation of the problem's scope. They are

listed in order of importance to a theatre commander, who

desires that unit requirements arrive at destinations in close

proximity to one another and within appropriate time windows.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the planninc; and

scheduling functions are inter-related. The planning function

(HQ MAC/XP) has addressed the service 'o be provided, the scale

for which this service was to be provided, and the resources to

be made available. The service provided is the expeditious

airlift of cargo and passengers from their origins in the U.S.

to destinations in Southwest Asia. This service requirement

was in response to the hypothetical contingency plan described

in Chapter I (Scenario). The scale of the problem was also

specified in the Scenario. Fou'r types of cargo were to be

transported by airlift resources from the CONUS to Southwest

Asia and these cargo requirements were to be delivered within

certain time limits. The route scructure was also specified.

The resources made available were the two types of aircraft

(t-5s and C-141s), and each type aircraft possessed capacity

limits.

With the planning function completed, the schedulinig

* flnction was initiated. As stated before, this function

addresses efficient utilization of resources, meeting customer

demands (cargo airlift req:iirements having specified time

windows for pick up and delivery), and meeting due dates. The

i.llocation 0..: aircraft to transport cargo requirements may be
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compared to a job shop where jobs are assigned to machines 4n

some prescribed order.

The typical job shop has jobs consisting of one or more

operations which wait for machines to process them. In this

problem the machines were the two types of aircraft, each

having a cargo capacity constraint. Cargo requirements were

equated to operations which were required to wait in queues for

aircraft resources. Operations consume time on machines,

whereas for aircraft, individual cargo requirements consume a

percentage of available aircraft capacity. As noted earlier,

machine time was the primary constraint in the job shop. For

aircraft, the primary constraint is capacity measured in tons.

Since cargo requirements arrived at their origins over time, it

was determined that a dynamic sequencing problem exi.Ltd. 'nic

problem was also defined to be a multistage production type

where M>l (M was number of aircraft).

The assumptions for this dynamic sequencing problem were

4 then developed and are listed below:

"•I. Cargo requirements enter the system incrementally
over an eleven day period.

2. The time required for delivery of cargo was a
function of the priority dispatch rule utilized in
scheduling, and the type aircraft allocated to
transport the cargo. Although flight times for
routes were specified, the ground service times were
stochastic.

3. Once a particular cargo requirement was scheduled
for transport and loaded abuard an aircraft, it was
not preempted (i.e., removed and replaced by another
cargo requirement).
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4. Due dates were fixed.

5. There were two groups of similar machines, but
with different capacity constraints.

6. Aircraft were not allocated to replace other
aircraft which experienced maintenance difficulties
during a scheduled mission. Once cargo was loaded on
an aircraft, it remained on that aircraft until
delivery occurred. Repair time was incl.uded in
ground service distribution times.
7. No subcontracting was permitted (i.e., fixed shop

capacity).

Having specified these assumptions, the aircraft allociition

rules and cargo priority dispatch rules are provided.

Current HQ MAC scheduling policy dictates that C-5

aircraft only be allocated (scheduled for a mission) if outsize

cargo requires airlift, There must be outsize cargo requiring

transport or the mission is not scheduled. flince the purpose

of this research effort was to identify improved allocation

policies, a determination was made to test two other allocation

policies for the C-5. The first of these involved scheduling

C-5s if either outsize or oversize cargo were available. The

second required the allocation of C-5s if outsize, oversize, or

bulk cargo were available. Therefore, three aircraft

allocation rules were tested along with cargo dispatch rules.

The cargo priority dispatch rules selected for testing

were as follows%

1. Aircraft preference--cargo requirements were
grouped by cargo type (outsize, oversize, bulk or
passengers) and dispatched according to aircraft
preference. Entries in each of these groups were
ranked by EDD.
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2. Earliest due date (EDD)--cargo requirements
ranked by due dates in non-decreasing order.

3. Smallest weight (SWT)--cargo requirements in the
job file were ranked according to weight in
non-decreasing order.

4. Largest weight (LWT)--cargo requirements in the
job file were ranked according to weight in
non-increasing order.

5. Slack per operation--the number of days available
before the due date divided by the number of
operations.

The aircraft preference dispatch rule was selected as the

base case since this is present HQ MAC policy. Recall, C-5

aircraft prefer cargo in the following order: outsize,

oversize, bulk, and passengers. C-141 aircraft prefer cargo as

follows: oversize, bulk, and passengers. The reader should

also remember that the C-141 cannot transport outsize cargo.

For the particular aircraft allocation rule described above,

cargo requirements were scheduled for airlift based upon

aircraft preference. For example, assume an outsize cargo

requirement existed at an origin base. The scheduley would

allocate a C-5 to transport this requirement and would sear'ch

the outsize group (file) for other outsize cargo with the same

origin/destination pair provided the aircraft's cargo capacity

had not been exceeded. Assuming the first outsize cargo

assignment did not fill the aircraft's capacity and other

outsize cargo with the same origin/destination was not

available, the scheduler would first search the oversize f:.le

for filler cargo with the same origin/destionation pair. If

such oversize cargo were not available, the scheduler would
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search the remaining two cargo preference files (in order) in

an attempt to fill the aircraft. This rule also applies to the

C-141, however, recall the C-141 may be allocated for any cargo

requirement except outsize and the search for filler cargo, if

required, would begin in the oversize file. Within each of

these cargo type files, cargo requirements are listed according

to EDD. For the remaining four dispatch priority rules, a

single job file was established. Because Gf the transformation

utilized in the interpretation of the job shop for the stated

problem, only certain priority, rules appeared reasonable for

evaluation. The second cargo priority selected was EDD.

The EnD appearedi to be one of the most practical rules for

testing. Cargo requirements were ordered according to due date

and scheduleO for airlift accordingly. The scheduler attempts

to fill the aircraft within weight limitations as previously

discussed. The next priority rule selected was the SWT

(smallest weight) rule.

The SWT rule was selected because of its similarity to the

LWKR (least work remaining) rule. Recall the LWKR rule ranks

operations associated with jobs according to the least amount

of total processing remaining to be done. The scheduler

attempts to fill the aircraft as previously discussed but with

smallest weight cargo first. The fourth rule selected was LWT

(largest weight).
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It was determined that the LWT rule should be tested in

anticipation that it would increase the tonnage delivered. In

addition, a decision was made to compare this rule against the

SWT rule. The final dispatch rule chosen was the slack per

operation rule.

Both Gere and Conway discovered the slack per operation

rule performed better than other dynamic priority rules.

Therefore, a decision was made to include this priority rule in

the test. For this particular rule, the slack (due date minus

today) was computed for each cargo requirement in the job file.

A new variable called NOPS (number of operations) was

calculated. NOPS was computed to be the cargo requirement

quantity divided by the aircraft capacity and rounded to the

next highest integer value. The slack per NOPS was then

calculated to obtain a particular priority. For example, if

the cargo requirement quantity equalled 20 tons and the

aircraft capacity was 60 tons, NOPS = 1. If one assumes the

slack equals 4, the cargo requirements priority in the job file

equals a value of 4. Similarly, each of the other cargo

requirement priorities were calculated. Combinations of

aircraft allocation rules along with cargo priority rules were

tested using the SLAM model (Chapter IV).

Experimental Design

The design of this experiment required the identification

of the following response variables:
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1. Closures - those cargo requirements delivered on
or before their due dates.

2. Tardiness - the number of tons delivered late
times the number of days tardy.

3. Tonnage delivered - the actual amount of cargo
delivered in tons over the twelve day period.

Because three response variables were involved, a method

to combine these variables into a single value was needed. The

authors chose to utilize a multiple attribute utility theory

(MAUT) technique to accomplish this task. "MAUT is a decision

making theory which requires the analyst to elicit preference

information concerning attributes (response variables) of

proposed alternative policies for the decision maker (DM)" (Ref

13,10). Using the DM's preferences, a scalar scoring function

can be developed by the analyst. A policy alternvtive has

associated with it a set of events and outcomes. Using the SSF

in conjunction with the corresponding outcomes, each

alternative can be scored and the set of alternative policies

ranked for the decision making step. A MAUT technique was

selected to obtain the SSF and then rank the alternative

scheduling policies.

This technique, called simple multiattribute rating

technique (SMART), is described by Edwards (Ref 17). The basic

idea of multiattribute utility measurement implies that every

outcome of an action may have value on a number of different

attributes. The values, therefore, must be determined for each

attribute. These values are then aggregated across the
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attributes using a suitable aggregation rule and weighting

procedure. SMART uses the simplest aggreqation rule and

weighting procedure which consists of simply taking a weighted

linear average. This technique includes ten steps:

1. Identify the key players in the decision making
process. For the stated scenario, FQ MAC/XP performs the
planning function, while the theatre commander is the
decision maker whose values in the scaler scoring function
are to be maximized.

2. Identify the decision(s) to which the values needed
are relevant. This step was described in the problem
statement of Chapter I as the need for allocating aircraft
to unit cargo requirements in order to increase cargo
deliveries, reduce cargo tardiness, and meet closure
deadlines.

3. Identify the alternatives to be evaluated. These are
represented by the fifteen possible scheduling policies to
be discussed in a later chapter.

4. Identify the relevant attributes whose values are to
be evaluated for the alternative policies. These were
previously mentioned and include: closure, tardiness, and
cargo delivered.

5. The attributes are ranked in order of importance.
Operations and transportation planners at HQ MAC rated
these attributes in the following order based upon their
interpretation of a theatre commander's desires during an
actuil deployment: closures, tardiness, and deliveries
(Ref 15). These attributes are listed in descending order

` kof importance.

The remaining steps (6-10) are discussed below in greater

;•' detail:

6. The attributes are rated in importance, preserving
ratios. The DM (HQ MAC/XP, representing the theatre
commander) was asked to assign a weight to the least
important attribute on a scale of [0,1]. The DM specified
a weight of 0.2 for cargo deliveries. The remaining

v attributes were then compared to this attribute's weight
by the DM. The DM stated that tardiness was three times
as important as deliveries, and closures four times as
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important. Therefore, on a scale of [0,1] the weights of
0.8 (closures), 0.6 (tardiness), and 0.2 (deliveries) were
obtained.

7. The importance weights from Step 6 are summed and
individual weights are divided by the sum to obtain
normalized weights for the SSF. The following
relationships then exist:

Sum of all weights = 0.2 + 0.6 + 0.8 1.6

WT1 = normalized closure weight = 0.8 0.5
1.6

WT2 = normalized tardiness weight = 0.6 = 0.375
1.6

WT3 = normalized delivery weight = 0.2 = 0.125

8. In consultation with the DM a value for each attribute
is obtained. The plots obtained were based on a linear
value function and are shown in Figure 2. The x-axis
represents the plausible range of values for each of the
attributes; while the y-axis represents the value [0,1]
for each level of the plausible range. The values are
denoted by the variables C, T, and D respectively. The
plausible range for closures extends from zero to a
maximum value of 170, which represents total unit
requirements. For tardiness, the range extends from
150,237 ton-days to zero. The carqo delivery range was
zero to 37,600.

Example: Assume only 0.5 of unit closure requirements are
met (i.e., 85 of 170). Then the value (C) for
this outcome equals 0.5.

C = Total unit closures 85 0.5
Total unit requirements 170

Example: There are five days of deployment requiring 20
tons of cargo to be transported each day. Each
20 ton airlift requirement has a due date of five
days after its available to load date. All
cargo, therefore, must be delivered not later
than the tenth day. If one assumes none of these
requirements are delivered, the total ton-days
tardy would be computed by using day eleven in
the computation. For example, Dayl cargo has a
suspense date for delivery of Day6. The suspense
date is subtracted from Dayll (i.e., 11-6 = 5).
This number of days tardy is multiplied by the 20
ton cargo requirement to obtain the value of 100
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ton-days. Similarly, ton-days tardy may be
computed for the remaining days of deployment.

Dayl (ton-days tardy) = 100
Day2 ( " ) (11 - 7)(20) = 80
Day3 ( ". . ) (11 - 8)(20) = 60
Day4 ( " ) = (11 - 9)(20) = 40
Day5 ( " ) = (11 -10)(20) = 20
Total (ton-days tardy) = 300 ton-days

This total represents the value of the
denominator when computing T. If it is assumed
that the actual ton-days tardy = 100, then,

T = Actual ton-days tardy 100 = 0.333
Total ton-days tardy 300

Example: To compute D, one simply divides total tonnage
delivered by tons available for airlift. Using
the above example, and assuming only 20 tons of
cargo was delivered of the total 100 available,

D Actual tons delivered 20 = 0.2
Total tons available I00

9. The scalar scoring function (SSF) is then specified
and its value calculated for each alternative policy:

SSF = (WTI)(C) + (WT2)(l-T) + (WT3)(D)

= (0.5)(C) + (0.375)(1-T) + (0.125)(D)

10. The alternative policy possessing the best SSF is
then selected.

The authors made several major assumptions in implementing

* the methodology discussed above. The first of these was that

the three attributes comprised the total set of attributes that

the decision maker was interested in and formed a complete set

(no other attributes were considered significant). Secondly,

the values of the attributes were assumed to describe the

scheduling system's output in its entirety. Finally, based on

these considerations, it was assumed that the problem was
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modeled as completely as required. Some implicit assumptions

were also necessary in developing the scalar scoring function.

The first of these was that mutual preferential

independence (MPI) was assumed. This implies that a change in

value of one attribute for a particular alternative does not

affect the output values for the other attributes. By assuming

MPI, the authors were able to utilize the linear additive form

of the SSF. Edwards contends that "weighted linear averages

yield extremely close approximations to very much more

complicated nonlinear and interactive 'true' utility functions,

while remaining far easier to elicit and understand" (Ref

17:328). Limited access to decision makers and time

constraints prevented more indepth investigation of the actual

form of the SSF. Additionally, the authors recognized that

some interaction existed between the attributes; and

consequently, the assumption of MPI may be in error. There is

in fact some douule counting between the attributes in

calculating the SSF. A more complex form of the value function

should, therefore, be investigated and additional research

conducted to determine the degree of relationships among these

attributes. Despite these shortcomings, the authors firmly

believe that the use of MAUT is a valid means of evaluating

problems involving multiple criteria. The sensitivity of the

SSF to variations in weight parameters is included in Chapter

V, Experimental Results.
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Having developed the methodology for handling the multiple

attributes, attention was directed toward the factors of the

experiment: the cargo priority rules and aircraft allocation

rules.

In order to investigate the interactive effect of each

factor, a full factorial design was employed combining all

levels of each factor with the levels of all other factors.

This design varied the levels of only one factor at a time

while keeping the others constant. This routine was repeated

until all levels of all factors were examined. Since there

were three factor levels for aircraft allocation rules and five

factor levels for cargo priority rules, fifteen treatments
(scheduling policies) were evaluated. A one-way analysis of

variance (ANOVA) was used on the output from the simulation of

these fifteen scheduling policies to test the hypothesis: H0 :

group means are equal, HA: group means differ.

The sample used in the model was a twelve day period.

Multiple runs of each scheduling policy were made in the SXAM

model to test the outcome on the response variables and SSF.

The sample size, or number of replications per scheduling

policy, was determined using output from the SLAM model (base

case rules) during trial runs. The sample variance was

obtained by averaging the outputs from ten runs of three

different scheduling policies; and the value obtained was

0.025. The t statistic for a 95% confidence level was

determined to be 1.70 for 29 degrees of freedom. The sample
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size was calculated using the following formula (Ref 32:189):

n (1.70 (0.025 28.9

d (0.05)

where,

t = tabulated t value for the desired
confidence level and the degrees of freedom
of the initial sample.

d = the half-width of the desired confidence
interval (specified as 0.05)

s = the estimate of the variance obtained in

the sample or pilot run

Since the sample size obtained in this formula was 29, the

authors chose to invoke the central limit theorem and used a

sample size of 30. Each sample (12 day period) is itself a

mean; therefore, the central limit theorem holds and normality

of the response can be assumed (Ref 32).

iSummary

This chapter has included the results of the literature

search, the methodology utilized in trying to solve the stated

problem, along with the design of the experiment. Attention

was focused on relating the problem to that of a job shop and

the -tivelopment of cargo priority dispatch rules. Chapter IV

provides the reader with an indepth discussion of the SLAM

model, the vehicle chosen to test the scheduling policies,
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IV. THE MODEL

Introduction

Careful construction of a representative model is a key

factor in performing a simulation experiment. While it is

desirable to accurately represent the system being modeled.

some judgment is necessary to determine the level of detail

captured in the model. In this respect, the reason for

building the model must be considered foremost at every stage

from design to validation and implementation.

For this experiment, the primary purpose of the simulation

model was to provide a framework for comparing the relative

effects of factors (cargo dispatching and aircraft allocation)

on specific response variables (unit closures, cargo tardiness

and system throughput) under a set of conditions specified by

MAC operations research analysts. These conditions and the

manner in which they were represented will be discussed later

in this chapter.

In particular, this chapter first presents an abstract

structural model for the system to be simulated. Discussion

then proceeds to the SLAM network and the relationships of

locations and activities represented by the network. This is

followed by an explanation of the FORTRAN subroutines which

implement special network features, including the scheduling

routine which is the heart of the experiment. Finally, model

verification and validation are discussed.
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Structuril Model

The modeling of a system is made easier if a pictorial

representation can be made of it. The structural model

provides such a pictorial representation (Figure 3). Pritsker

(Ref 30) defines models as descriptions of systems. A model is

also an abstraction of the system, which requires model

builders to determine the system elements to be included in the

model. A system is considered to be a set of interdependent

objects united to perform a specified function. The system

modelled here was a strategic airlift network for a specified

contingency operation which requiled the allocation of airlift

resources for transporting cargo. This model was developed to

define the boundaries of the system and establish the modeling

detail, desired.

The dotted line depicts the boundary of the MAC aircraft

allocation process, and reveals that some parts of the input

and output are external to the area. This suggests that the

allocation system does not operate in a vacuum but is related

to both exogenous elements (inputs) and endogenous factors

(outputs). The input block for this system includes the base

structure, aircraft resources available, ground service time,

cargo airlift requirements and Pt up time.

Inputs. The base structure consisted of four types of

airfields: aircraft home stations, cargo onload bases

(origins), enroute bases, and cargo offload bases
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(destiniations). Each aircraft type possessed its own home

station. The cargo onload bases represented ports of

embarkation (POE), those bases designated in operations plans

where cargo was gathered for air shipment. Enroute bases

consisted of those bases required for enroute aircraft support

(refueling, minor maintenance, etc.) due to the deployment

distances involved. Destination airfields were those bases

designated to receive the cargo shipments ,iports of

debarkation). Enroute bases and destination airfields possess

limited ramp and runway resources; consequently, the number of

aircraft which could be on the ground at any time was limited.

Some of the airfields transited by the aircraft only had one

* runway, which contributed to arrival and departure delays

because of runway congestion. Furthermore, aircraft arrivals

could be delayed until ramp space was available.

Aircraft may be performing other nissions away from home

stations when deployment is initiated and must return to their

bases for necessary maintenance and mission preparations. This

aircraft "generation" process would result in a uniformly

distributed sequence of aircraft becoming available over some

time period. According to operations planners, no more than 48

hours normally elapse before all strategic airlift aircraft

(C-5s and C-141s) are available to support the contingency

plan.

Ground service times during contingency operations would

probably be considerably different from normal service times.
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Actual. data from which one could make a realistic estimate of

this stochastic variable for such an operation was not

available. The variables within ground service times alone can

follow different distributions (i.e., main,•enance, traffic

delays, taxi, etc.); consequently, estimates were obtained from

HQ MAC/XPSR for ground service times which were base3 upon

estimates made by appropriate functional offices at MAC

headquarters. These estimates were specified for ea:h type

aircraft and base type.

Cargo airlift requirements are of four types: oversize,

outsize, bulk, and passengers. Organizational units being

deployed during a contingency may possess one or more cargo

types requiring transport, and these in comoination were called

a unit requirement. Unit requirements needing airlift support

were specified in terms of weight (tons). In addition to

weight, cargo requirements possessed other attributes. These

included their origin, the ALD (available for load date),

destination, and the LAD (latest arrival date). Ground

transportation delays, storage requirements, and processing

requirements prevent all scheduled cargo requirements from

being simultaneously available for airlift at a given base on a

particular deployment day. The delay experienced by cargo

scheduled for a particular mission was considered to be

uniformly distributed over a period of several hours. This

r specification was based upon the authors' airlift experience,

as well as that of the MAC operations research staff.
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The total time from an aircraft's home station departure

to the point at which it entered international airspace was

defined as set-up time. This time included the following:

flight time to cargo origin base, ground service time at origin

base, and flight time to international airspace.

Process. The MAC scheduling process converts the inputs

into the desired outputs to meet its assigned mission. This

process includes the manner in which airlift resources are

allocated to cargo requirements having certain priorities. In

any contingency operation, some type of cargo prioritization

will exist. The cargo requirements used for this project were

in the form of a time-phased force deployment list (TPFDL),

which prioritizes cargo according to the required latest

arrival date (LAD). This research effort explores other cargo

priority dispatch rules along with aircraft allocation rules as

discussed in the Methodology, Chapter III. The scheduler

selects cargo requirements and allocates available aircraft to

support the requirements based upon the various levels of

factors involved.

Output. The primary output variables relevant to this

study are those which directly reflect the movement of cargo.

An obvious choice is system throughput, or the total quantity

of cargo delivered in a set time period. This may be further

refined by considering the amount of cargo delivered on or

before its due date versus the amount tardy. Cargo tardiness,

as well as the degree of tardiness, are both related to the
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time that a shipment remains in the airlift system. Various

measures of system performance may also be related to the

utilization (or availability) of key resources, which

observably affect cargo movements. A simplified diagram

portraying the sequence of events and network flow for aircraft

and cargo entities is provided in Figure 4. The actual SLAM

network is discussed in the following section.

SLAM Network

As mentioned earlier, Pritsker's Simulation Language for

Alternative Modeling (SLAM) was selected to serve as the test

vehicle for those priority dispatch rules noted in Chapter III,

pages 46-49. A brief general description of SLAM networks is

included in Appendix A, and definitions of SLAM user support

and callable subprograms are provided in Appendix C. For a

more detailed discussion, the interested reader is referred to

Pritsker and Pegden (Ref 30).

The SLAM network was divided into four interrelated

subnetworks. These networks are discussed under the following

topic headings: aircraft generation, mission generation, and

operations. Resources (aircraft, runways, and ramp space) were

defined in both the network and control statements. The time

unit utilized in the simulation was hours. The first

subnetwork, aircraft generation, is shown in Figure 5.
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Aircraft Generation. The purpose of the aircraft

generation network was to phase in the number of aircraft

available to support the contingency plan. This network was

based upon the assumption that a full complement of aircraft

would be made available deterministically over a period of 48

hours. The network consists of three nodes: a CREATE node

which serves as a timer, and two ALTER nodes used to increment

the number of aircraft resources available.

Beginning at time zero and each hour thereafter, the

CREATE node (GENA) releases an entity which proceeds through

the network and passes through both C-5 and C-141 ALTER nodes.

As the entity passes through each ALTER node, the number of

each type aircraft resource associated with that ALTER node

increases. The incremental increase in aircraft was based upon

an assumed uniform distribution, This resualted in one

additional C-5 and four additional C-141s entering the system

for each of the forty-eight entities created hourly by GENA.

Table I illustrates this incremental increase for C-5 aircraft.

The mission generation portion of the network consisted of two

subnetworks which are discussed below.

Mission Generation. The purpose of the first subnetwork

(Figure 5) was to generate cargo requirements for each of the

first eleven days of the deployment period. This network

consists of only two nodes connected by one activity. The

CREATE node (TIMR) releases an entity at the beginning of each
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24-hour period (for eleven periods) and effectively initiates

each day of the deployment. Each entity created by TIMR

proceeds to an EVENT node (CGEN), which calls a FORTRAN

subroutine (GTREQ, Appendix D) to select cargo requirements for

the current day from a master file created before the

simulation began (Figure 6). GTREQ also files these

requirements in the priority order specified by a SLAM card.

These requirements are copied to other files for processing by

a second EVENT node (SCHD) to be discussed below.

The purpose of the second subnetwork was to generate

mission entities by scheduling available aircraft to transport

those cargo requirements generated in the previous network.

This network (Figure 5) consists of two nodes and a single

activity. The CREATE node, at time zero and every two hours

thereafter for 11 days (132 total creations), creates an entity

which proceeds to SCHD. Node SCHD calls subroutine SCHED

(Appendix D) which checks the number of aircraft currently

available and schedules missions until either cargo or airlift

resources are depleted. These mission entities were entered

into the operations network where they seized appropriate

aircraft resources and began a mission.

*. Operations. The primary purpose of the operations network

was to control mission progress according to specified

conditions and to provide a framework for collection of

statistics. Subroutine SCHED returns mission entities to ENTER
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nodes one or two based upon which type aircraft was projected

to transport the mission entity.

Mission entities are required to flow through this

network, which represents the underlying network of airfields

utilized for the contingency operation addressed. A number of

factors were aggregated, including cargo origin bases, aircraft

home stations for each type aircraft, and cargo destination

bases. To illustrate the operation of this network, the

authors elected to provide the reader with a step-by-step

explanation of a portion of the network.

Figure 7 depicts mission entities returned to ENTER nodes

one (for C-5s) and two (for C-141s). After passing through

their respective ENTER nodes, entities are assigned attributes

based on the type aircraft which provides the airlift service.

If entities are to be transported by C-5s, their twelfth

attribute is assigned the value of one, whereas if

transportation is by C-141s, the twelfth attribute is given a

valie of two. Mission entities then travel to AWAIT nodes (BIG

for C-5s and SMAL for C-141s) where they wait for aircraft

resources to become available. Once an aircraft resource is

available, it is seized by tht mission entity. The activity

between BIG and HBC5 has a duration which comes from a uniform

distribution with a minimum value of 2.0 hours and a maximum

value of 14.0 hours. This time period represents the possible

delays which could be experienced by cargo requirements before

they are actually loaded on an aircraft. The fact that the
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aircraft is seized before this delay is known represents the
allocation of aircraft against projected cargo availability.

This same distribution and times are specified for the activity

between SMAL and HB14. HBC5 and HB14 (AWAIT nodes) represent

queues for aircraft desiring takeoff from their respective home

base runways. When a runway resource becomes available, it is

seized by the aircraft. The activities immediately following

HBC5 and HB14 represent the time required for takeoff by each

aircraft (0.0833 hour). Once the takeoff activity is

completed, the runway resource is freed (RW88 for C-5s and RW14

for C-141s).

Figure 8 depicts the segment of the model from aircraft

home station departures to the runway departure queue at Lajes,

Azores. The activities from A to GOON and B to GOON represent

setup time as previously defined. User function one (Appendix

D) computes this time for each type aircraft. This activity

time includes the flight time to cargo origin bases, ground

service time, and flight time to international airspace for

each aircraft. The flight time from the point the aircraft

enters international airspace to the landing queue at Lajes is

represented by the activities between the GOON node and LD67.

These flight times are specified as constants for each type

aircraft (4.0 hours for C-5s and 5.0 hours for C-141s). Both

runway and ramp resources are required to be available before

an aircraft is permitted to land. Delays encountered at this
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point represent a combination of takeoff delays and landing

delays. Once appropriate amounts of each type resource are

available, the affected aircraft accomplishes its landing. The

activity immediately following LD67 represents the time

required for landing for either aircraft and is specified as a

constant (0.167 hour). After completing the landing, the

runway resource is freed, and this is depicted by the RW67 FREE

node. The activities depicted after the FREE node for RW67

represent the total ground time consumed for each type

aircraft. Since Lajes was specified as an enroute base, user

function two was utilized to calculate the ground time for each

aircraft (Appendix D). After completing ground service, ramp

resources are freed. The freeing of ramp resources is

represented by FREE nodes B67R (17 units) for C-5s and S67R (9

units) for C-141s. The activities emanating from B67R and S67R

route the aircraft to the takeoff AWAIT node (T067) at Lajes.

Figure 9 depicts the AWAIT node (T067), where each type

aircraft awaits a runway for departure from Lajes, and

illustrates mission entity flow through the ground service

phase at Cairo International Airport, Egypt. Once a runway

resource is available at Lajes, the aircrafc. is permitted to

takeoff. Again, the time for takeoff is specified as a

constant (0.0833 hour). After completion of the takeoff

activity, the single runway resource is freed, and the aircraft

fly to Cairo. The activity times following the FREE node are

specified as constants (i.e. flight times of 7.23 hours for
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C-5s and 7.6 hours for C-141s). Upon arrival at Cairo (LDU9),

each aircraft is permitted to land if both ramp and runway

resources are available. If not available, the aircraft is

required to hold. Once allocated these resources, the affected

aircraft completes its landing, which consumes a constant time

period of 0.167 hour. This time is represented by the activity

following LD89. After completion of the landing activity, one

runway resource is freed. Values of the twelfth attribute

determine which activity the mission entities follow after the

FREE node. Ground service times are again specified by user

function two. After completion of the activities, ramp

resources are freed at FREE nodes B89R and S89R (Figure 10).

As previously noted, B89R and S89R free ramp space (33

units for C-5s and 16 units for C-141s). The entities leaving

these nodes flow to TO89, the departure AWAIT node where

aircraft await one runway resource for takeoff. Once this

resource is available, the aircraft accomplishes its takeoff.

This is represented by the activity leaving T089 (0.0833 hour).

Upon completion of this activity, one runway resource is freed,

thus making it available for another aircraft's departure. The

activities depicted after the FREE node for the runway resource

represent the flying times for each type aircraft to the

destination base (LDXX). These times are represented as

constants (3.0 hours for each type aircraft). When a runway

resource is made available at LDXX, an aircraft seizes the

resource and completes its landing, consuming 0.167 hour.
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[
In Figure 11, one unit of runway resource is freed at the

FREE node each time a mission entity passes. Again, based upon

the value of the twelfth attribute, the duration of the ground

service time is calculated by a user function. Since this is

the destination base, user function three (Appendix D) is

utilized to compute the ground time for each type aircraft.

After completion of ground service activities, each type

aircraft proceeds to TOXX, an AWAIT node for a runway resource.

The activity leaving TOXX has zero time duration and connects

TOXX to DLVR. The EVENT node DLVR is activated by an aircraft

entity just prior to the mission's departure from the

destination airfield and calls subroutine DLIVRY (Appendix D).

DLIVRY checks the number of requirements served by the

mission, and posts the delivery with the original cargo

requirement data in the master file as either early (on time)

or tardy. If the delivery is early, and completes the delivery

of the total quantity of cargo associated with that unit

requirement, a flag is set in the master file to indicate that

closure was met for that requirement. DLIVRY then updýates the

daily statistics on cargo delivered and cargo tardiness.

The activity following DLVR in Figure 11 represents the

time required for takeoff frcr, the destination base (0.0833

hour). Once the takeoff is completed, the runway resource is

freed and the aircraft proceeds to the first enroute base on
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the return trip to the CONUS (Jeddah, Saudi Arabia). The times

for this activity are specified as constants (2.0 hours) for

each type aircraft.

The remaining network (Figures 12-14) for the return trip

to the CONUS operates in essentially the same manner as that

previously discussed. After making two enroute stops (Jeddah

and Prestwick, England), each type aircraft proceeds to its

assigned home station where post mission maintenance is

performed. The ground time at aircraft home stations is

calculated.by user function four (Appendix D). Upon completion

of ground service time, aircraft are made available for other

missions.

From the foregoing discussion, one may see that airways

were represented as activities between bases. Enroute bases

were represented in terms of ramp and runway resources with

ground time representing total ground time. Runways and ramp

space were represented by AWAIT nodes to control the flow rate

of mission entities into and out of an airfield.

Onload/offload bases could be considered source/sink nodes in

normal network terminology. All takeoff times for either type

aircraft were specified as 0.0833 hour, and landing times were

given a duration of 0.167 hour. These takeoff and departure

estimates were based upon the combined experience of the

authors. The flight times between enroute bases were all

specified as constants. These times were approximated by using
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distances and average cruise speeds from AFR 76-2, Military

Airlift--Airlift Planning Factors (Ref 2). At this time it is

appropriate to discuss the SLAM program inserts developed in

the FORTRAN code.

SLAM Program Inserts

The SLAM simulation language permits optional user-written

FORTRAN inserts to be used and replace a number of its standard

features. This feature made it possible to reduce the

complexity of the network where the logic was not

straightforward. An example of this was the AWAIT node which

is normally capable of only allocating one type of resource to

an entity. By writing an ALLOC subroutine, it was possible to

allocate both a runway resource and a required number of ramp

space units to a mission entity. Author developed codes were

substituted for the following intrinsic SLAM features:

1. Program Main

2. Subroutine INTLC

3. Subroutine EVENT

4. Subroutine ALLOC

5. Subroutine OTPUT

Program Main (Appendix D) was substituted only to

redimension the array used for SLAM system files (called

NSET/QSET). This was necessary because more memory wau

required than the default value permitted.
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Subroutine INTLC (Appendix D), an optional user

subroutine, was used to initialize variables and parameters,

including some values for later program inserts. It also

called subroutine RDCGO (Appendix D), a program insert to

establish a SLAM file of cargo requirements to be used

throughout the simulation run. This was necessary since SLAM

clears all files prior to each run. Subroutine INTLC was

called at the beginning of each simulation run to establish

initial conditions for that run.

Subroutine EVENT (Appendix D) was used to call subioutines

which altered the state of the system according to external

logic. Special (EVENT) nodes in the network caused the SLAM

executive program to branch to this subroutine, which halted

all normal processing until control was returned. This was

necessary for the following reasons: to file requirements, to

schedule mission entities, and establish cargo priority. The

subroutines called from EVENT are discussed below in Discrete

Event Inserts.

Subroutine ALLOC (Appendix D) was used to control the

allocation of both runway and ramp resources at all network

airfields except aircraft home stations and cargo destination

bases. It was assumed (because of origin and destin.ttion base

dispersal in the input data) that there would not be sufficient

congestion at these bases to affect the mean response.

Therefore, AWAIT nodes were utilized for only the runway

resource to provide realistic aircraft flow at these locations.
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A mission entity arriving at one of the enroute bases was not

permitted to land until both ramp and runway resources were

available. In actual practice, the aircraft would be scheduled

for a departure time which would contribute to an orderly flow

of traffic and prevent unnecessary congestion upon terminal

arrival. The relaxation used here is permissable under the

assumption that ramp congestion should be a limiting factor

only at enroute airfields. Subroutine ALLOC calls subroutine

SEIZE, an internal SLAM subroutine, to obtain ramp and runway

resources, if available, when a mission entity arrives at an

AWAIT node requiring the ALLOC subroutine.

Subroutine OTPUT (Appendix D) was used to print

user-collected statistics at the end of a simulation run. A

tabular printout of daily cargo deliveries, cargo tardiness,

and requirements meeting closure were provided by OTPUT.

Summary cargo delivery data for each simulation run were also

written to a disk file for subsequent analyses.

Discrete Event Inserts

The EVENT subroutine discussed above permitted complete

freedom in controlling the status of SLAM entities. This

subroutine allowed entities to be entered into or removed from

files, permitted attributes to be read and altered, activities

to be scheduled or stopped, and statistics to be collected.

Intrinsic SLAM functions and subroutines were available to

perform most of these functions from within a FORTRAN
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subroutine. Discrete event inserts were used to select daily

cargo requirements, to schedule missions against these

requirements, and to collect statistics upon delivery of an

increment of cargo.

Before beginning the simulation, subroutine INTLC was used

to establish a master file of cargo requirements to be used

throughout the simulation. Cargo requirements were read from

an existing file in subroutine RDCGO (read cargo). Thcsc

requirements possessed various attributes of size and weight.

Each cargo requirement was assigned a requirement number and

placed (with appropriate attributes) in the SLAM master file.

By size of cargo, the cargo type was implied (i.e., outsize,

oversize, bulk, or passengers).

The functions of EVENTS 1 and 2 (Figure 5) were discussed

earlier in the Mission Generation section of the SLAM network

(page 67). EVENT 3 (Figure 11) was included in the discussion

of the Operations section of SLAM network (page 80).

Function USERF (Appendix D) assigns the ground service

times for the four types of bases included in the model. As

noted earlier in the Structural Model (page 59) , ground

service times depend not only upon the activities performed at

a base, but also upon the type aircraft. These estimates were

obtained from HQ MAC operations planners, and represent the

best information available. As noted in the Operations portion
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of the SLAM network, this function contains four sections

depending upon the type base. These sections are as follows:

1. USERF(1)--computes the ground time for cargo
origin bases for each type aircraft.

2. USERF(2)--computes the ground time for enroute
bases for each type aircraft.

3. USERF(3)--computes the ground time for
destination bases for each type aircraft.

4. USERF(4)--computes the ground time for aircraft
home station bases for each type aircraft.

Each time USERF'is called, a ground time is assigned from a

discrete probability function appropriate for the type of

aircraft and loading/servicing activity.

The primary purpose of this experiment was to evaluate

various scheduling policies; and, therefore, a detailed

discussion of the scheduling routine is provided.

The Scheduler

The experimental factors are controlled by subroutine

SCHED, which is called by EVENT 2 at two hour intervals. SCHED

is by far the longest, most complex, and most important of the

subroutines. Its operation may be described with regard to

three facets: aircraft allocation, initial selection of mission

cargo, and selection of filler cargo.

Aircraft allocation, considered separately, is rather

straightforward. Each level of this experimental factor is
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represented by reserving C-5 aircraft for the appropriate cargo

type as follows:

Level 1 = Type 1 cargo only

Level 2 = Type 1 or 2 cargo

Level 3 = Type 1, 2, or 3 cargo

Where cargo type one is outsize, type two is oversize, and type

three is bulk cargo. Passengers are only loaded on a C-5 if it

cannot be fully loaded with cargo. To reserve these aircraft,

a conditional statement prevents their selection for a mission

unless the next requirement to be serviced is of the

appropriate cargo type(s). Once selected for a mission,

however, a C-5 with remaining capacity may be filled with any

* cargo type.

The C-141 aircraft may be selected to service any cargo

type, with the obvious exception of outsize cargo. This

constraint grows from the definition of outsize cargo as items

with dimensions too large for the C-141 cargo compartment.

The initial selection of cargo requirements refers to the

selection of the first requirement to be loaded on a new

mission entity. (Once the entity is selected, it may fill

several aircraft, or it may only partly fill a single

aircraft.) Two schemes were used: a "base case" which mimics

the MAC M-14 concept of aircraft preference for cargo types

(Ref 16); and, a more straightforward approach which selects

the requirement having the highest assigned priority.
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Aircraft preference indicates the ranking of cargo

requirements according to type (or size) of cargo. The order

of preference is: outsize, oversize, bulk, and passengers. The

due date (LAD) is a secondary ranking attribute within each

cargo type.

Alternately, the priority of each cargo requirement may be

based upon an intrinsic or computed attribute. This attribute

is then specified as the rank index for a file of available

requirements, and the highest priority requirement is always

the first in the file. This facilitated the evaluation of

priority dispatch rules discussed in the Methodology section,

Chapter III.

Selection of filler cargo follows the method of initial

selection process, but with two major differences. First, the

search routine (subroutin GTFILL) checks for other cargo that

is part of the same unit requirement as the initial

requirement. Secondly, if no more unit cargo is found, GTFILL

attempts to match the origin--destination pair of the initial

requirement. If neither search is fruitful, the mission entity

is closed.

With this background, the sequence of events in the

scheduler is now presented. When called (every two hours), the
j.J

scheduler first checks aircraft availability. If aircraft are

available, cargo availability is checked. A mission entity is

set up with attributes for origin and destination. If the
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aircraft type and cargo type available are compatible under the

existing allocation scheme, the cargo requirement is loaded

(within aircraft capacity).

The scheduler attempts to fill partially loaded aircraft

based on the cargo requirements in the master file at the time

SCHD EVENT calls subroutine SCHED. When an aircraft is fully

loaded, or if no cargo match is found to fill it, an attribute

is set for the aircraft type and the entity is entered in the

operations network at the appropriate ENTER node.

The process continues until either (1) the number of

missions generated equals the number of available aircraft, or

(2) all compatible cargo requirements are scheduled. Program

control is then returned to the SLAM executive until EVENT 2 is

again activated.

Since the verification and validation phases are critical

in building a model, a discussion of each has been provided.

Verification

Fishman and Kiviat defined verification as follows:

"Verification determines whether a model with a
particular mathematical structure and data base

* actually behaves as the experimenter assumes it
does." (Ref 21:70)

6 Questions normally asked during this phase include: (1) Are the

parameters, the statistical distributions, and other data used

in the model as intended by the modeler? and (2) Are the
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model's input-output transformations as intended?

Verification, however, includes insuring that both the

structure and data base are behaving properly. For structural

verification, the computer program was written and debugged in

modules. The simulation model's program and key program units

were w:itten and debugged first. Additional subprograms were

added successively until the model was developed. A structural

"walk through" was conducted on several occasions. The SLAM

trace routine was utilized to assist in the verification

process. Discrete data (constant times rather than

distributions) was also used during the initial stages of

development. The SLAM model was run under these simplifying

conditions for which the results could be hand calculated. In

addition, print statements were routinely placed in the program

to print the values of key variables and insure the program was

functioning properly.

Data base verification implies that the various specified

distributions in the model are in fact producing the desired

distributions. A special SLAM program was developed in the

early phase of model development to determine if the SLAM

random number generator was functioning properly (Appendix E).

This program generates 1000 random numbers from exponential,

normal, and uniform distributions for user specified SLAM

random number streams. The user is permitted to specify any of

nine possible streams. Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
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statistical tests were run using the Statistical Program for

the Social Sciences (SPSS) (Ref 28).

The first distribution tested was an exponential

distribution with a specified mean of 6.0 hours from random

stream four. A Chi-Square test was used to test the null

hypothesis (H 0 ) that there was no significant difference

between observed data and those which would be expected in an

exponential distribution with a mean of 6.0 hours. For the 500

random numbers tested, the calculated Chi-Square test statistic

obtained was 3.007. For a 95% confidence level with three

degrees of freedom, the tabulated Chi-Square statistic was

7.81. Since the calculated statistic was less than the

tabulated value, the null hypothesis could not be rejected.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to evaluate four other

distributions (two normal and two uniform). The first normal

distribution tested was specified to have a mean of 6.0 and a

standard deviation of 1.0 with random numbers coming from

stream four. The computed mean and standard deviation for 500

random numbers were 5.984 and 1.087 respectively. The critical

difference at a 95% confidence level was calculated using the

following formula:

D = 1.36 1.36 = 0.0608

Since the calculated maximum difference obtained from SPSS was

0.0409, which was less than the critical value above, the

authors failed to reject the null hypothesis. (The null
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hypothesis stated there was no significant difference between

the observed data and that data which would be given by a

normal distribution with a mean of 6.0 and stan~dard deviation

of 1.0.) A second normal distribution tested was based on a

mean of 0.05 and a standard deviation of 0.017, but from stream

three. Similar results were obtained for this test and the

null hypothesis was not rejected.

Two uniform distributions were also evaluated using the

Kolmogo~ov-Smirnov test. The first of these was specified to

have a minimum value of 2.0 and a maximum value 5.0. The

random stream chosen for this test was number nine. A mean

value of 3.514 was obtained for the 500 random numbers

generated. The cal,.ulated maximum difference obtained was

0.0320 and the critical difference at a 95% confidence level

was again 0.0608. Since the calculated value was less than the

critical value, the null. hypothesis that there was no

difference in population parameters could not be rejected. A

second test was run for a uniform (2.5, 3.0) distribution from

stream one with similar results. These five tests were

completed for distributions initially included in the model.

The uniform distribution (2.0, 14.0) utilized in the

completed model was also subjected to a K-S test and the null

hypothesis rejected. The authors concluded from these tests

that the SLAM random number generator was producing desired

distributions. With the verification phase completed,

attention was directed toward the model validation process.
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Validation

"The validation task consists of determining
that the simulation model is a reasonable
representation of the system. Validation of
simulation models, although difficult, is a
significantly easier task than validating other types
of models, for example, validating a linear
programming formulation. In making validation
studies, the comparison yardstick should be both past
system outputs and experimental knowledge of system
performance behavior" (Ref 30:12-13).

As indicated by Pritsker (above), the objective of a

simulation experiment is to represent a real system for the

purpose of producing a specific output. The model output may

then be compared with past system outputs (if available), or

the "reasonableness" of the model output may be evaluated by

personnel who have experience in the real system.

Shannon (Ref 32) presents a "utilitarian" approach to

model validation, consisting of three stages which occur in an

iterative manner throughout the development and implementation

process:

I. Seek face validity of the internal structure of
the model based upon a priori knowledge, past

* research, and existing theory. This first stage of
validation entails looking at each of the simple
processes modeled to ensure that the building blocks,
so to speak, are the best possible. Are the
hypotheses reasonable? Do the assumptions make

* sense?

2. Wherever possible, empirically test the
hypotheses used. Test the assumptions, parameters,
and distributions used in the model. (This step
merges with the verification process.)

3. Compare the input-output transformations
generated by the model with those generated by the
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real world system. Attempt to establish the
usefulness of the model--for example, a model that
predicts successfully is usually considered more
valid than one that merely reproduces past
observations.

The validation of this model proceeded in a manner similar to

Shannon's approach, with heavy reliance on face validity. As

with many models of military activities, real system output

data for the scenario of interest were not available.

Substantial reliance upon the expertise of personnel in HO

MAC/XP was, therefore, essential. Additionally, the authors'

own airlift experience figured significantly in the validation

process. Interviews with individuals possessing intimate

knowledge of the strategic airlift system were also sought to

assist in the validation effort. Major Charles Dillard and

Captain Wayne Stanberry assisted in evaluating the assumptions

used to scale the problem and aggregate several elements of the

real world system. Their experience comes from observing the

output of the MAC airlift system, both as analysts and as

q operators of airlift resources.

Major Dillard is the Chief of Simulation Applications at

HQ MAC/XPSR (Systems Research). He has held this position for

the past three years. Prior to this assignment, he accumulated

five years of airlift experience as a MAC pilot. Major Dillard

was able to provide particularly valuable assistance because of

the combination of his airlift experience and his seniority in

his present position.
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As the Chief of Simulation Applications, Major Dillard is

directly involved in all major simulations of the MAC airlift

system. He has validated numerous estimates of MAC system

parameters through the Simulated Wartime Advisory Group, which

includes highly experienced personnel from all functional

elements of HQ MAC.

Captain Wayne Stanberry (HQ MAC/XPSR) is also an

experienced airlifter who is a graduate of the Air Force

Institute of Technology, Graduate Strategic and Tactical

Sciences program (class GST 82M). Capt. Stanberry used the

SLAM language to simulate MAC base level maintenance for his

thesis.

Both Maj Dillard and Capt Stanberry have reviewcd the

methods and the model used in this research project. Both have

validated the "reasonableness" of the major assumptions via

telephone, personal meeting, or both. Maj Dillard and Capt

Stanberry both assert that the model. and methodology developed

in this research effort are adequate for the scope and purpose

of this study.

In addition to the expertise they provided, the MAC

analysts provided regulations and data which were used in

establishing most of the model parameters. The list of cargo

* I requirements used as input data for this thesis project is the

same list used by their office for unclassified studies (Ref

7). Numerous discussions were conducted with MAC personnel by
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telephone and a meeting was held in January to assist in the

validation process. The agenda items discussed were as

follows:

1. A line-by-line review of the SLAM network and its
program statements.

2. A line-by-line review of the FORTRAN program
inserts.

3. Validation of stated assumptions.

Based upon this meeting, modifications to the then existing

model were made. A second meeting is planned with these

individuals prior to the thesis defense for final validation

purposes.

* In seeking additional data points for face validation of

the model, the authors contacted Captain George G. London,

Jr., an Aircraft Project Manager in the Foreign Technology

Division (FTD/SDNS) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Capt

London served as a C-141 Aircraft Commander and Instructor

Pilot from 1977-1981 at McGuire Air Force Base. During this

time, he was involved in mission planning and coordination

while assigned to the Wing Command Post at McGuire; as well as

being involved in surge airlift deployments to Yemen, Zaire,

and Jonestown, Guyana. His experience and knowledge of the

strategic airlift system warranted his inclusion in the

validation process.

A two-hour presentation and discussion of the research

project resulted in positive validation of the model and
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methodology. Particular attention was given to the aggregation

of airfields by type of activity, the concept of "setup" time

as used herein, and the ground time distributions used in the

SLAM network. Capt London expressed an instinctive feeling

that the C-141 upload and download ground times were

overstated, but allowed the possibility that a sustained surge

operation could result in the ground times used here. The

assumption of aircraft availability, as well as the runway/ramp

representation of airfields, was considered quite acceptable

(Ref 23).

Summary

This chapter has included a comprehensive review of the

SLAM network and the structural model used in its development.

In addition, the FORTRAN program inserts and discrete event

inserts were also explained. The operation of the Scheduler

routine was covered indepth since this area represented the

central justification for the thesis effort. Furthermore, the

verification and validation of the SLAM model phases of the

model development were addressed. The results of the

experiment and analysis are presented in Chapter V.
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SlV. Experimental Results

Introduction

This chapter reports the results obtained by controlling

aircraft allocation and cargo dispatching rules in the

simulation of a contingency airlift to Southwest Asia. As

reported in the section on experimental design, fifteen

policies were evaluated and thirty replications were run for

each policy (Table II). The output data were scaled and used

to compute a scalar scoring function (SSF) for each policy,

which was then used to make relative comparisons among the

policies. Finally, a sensitivity analysis was performed to

evaluate the effects of changes in the weight (importance)

assigned to the response variables.

Calculations

In an effort to improve the readability of the data and

analysis, a summary of the calculations used in data reduction

is provided here. Scaling of response variables is considered

first. (Complete explanations are available in Chapter 3 under

Methodology.)

Unit Total unit closures
Closures Total unit requirements

Cargo ( Tardiness of delivered cargo
Tardiness + Tardiness of undelivered car•g)

Maximum possible tardiness
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Cargo = Total cargo delivered
Deliveries Total cargo available

The total unit closures are computed by tallying the sum

of (0,11 indicator variables. The tardiness of each late

shipment (ton-days) is summed with the tardiness of undelivered

cargo at the end of the measurement period. Total cargo

delivered is the sum of cargo delivered on time and cargo

delivered late (tons). Each of the ratios calculated above is

dimensionless, and lies between zero and one (inclusive).

Customer needs were represented by the importance placed

on each response variable. Each variable was rated separately

on a scale of zero (least important) to one (most important).

The initial ratings were: closures (0.8), tardiness (0.6), and

deliveries (0.2). Relative weights were calculated so that the

sum of the weights was one.

Variable Relative Weight

0.8
Closures (C) WTI = 0.8 + 0.6 + 0.2 0.5

0.6
Tardiness (T) WT2 = 0.8 + 0.6 + 0.2 = 0.375

0.2
Deliveries (D) WT3 = 0.8 + 0.6 + 0.2 = 0.125

The ratios calculated for the closure(C) and delivery(D)

variables are multiplied by their relative weights in the SSF.

In order to make zero the minimum value of the function (and

one the maximum value), the tardiness(T) ratio is subtracted
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from one before being multiplied by its relative weight. Then

the scoring function:

SSF (WTl)(C)+(WT2)(I-T)+(WT3)(D)

is a scalar value in the range [0,1]. The actual and scaled

values of the response variables for each policy are tabulated

in Table III.

The recalculation of relative weights for sensitivity

analysis was accomplished by arbitrarily assigning a relative

weight to one variable and computing a relative weight for the

other two variables in proportion to the importance initially

assigned to them.

Example: Let WT2 = 0.5

0.8
then WT! = 0.5 (0.8 + 0.2) = 0.4

0.2
WT3 = 0.5 (0.8 + 0.2) = 0.1

This simulates a situational change in the relative importance

of the response variables, and the new score of a particular

policy may be calculated from the same dimensionless ratios

used with the original weights.

The scaled response values were used in the objective

function to compute an SSF for each scheduling policy. For the

purpose of sensitivity analysis, it was presumed that

situations could occur in which the weights assigned to the

response variables would be different from those obtained in

this study. Since the unit closures variable had the highest
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relative weight of 0.5, it was decided to arbitrarily assign a

relative weight of 0.5 to each of the variables in turn. The

remaining variables were then assigned relative weights as

shown above. A final case used equal weights for each response

variable. The resulting SSF values obtained for each policy

are listed in Table IV according to the following schema:

SSF WTl WT2 WT3

1 0.5 0.375 0.125
2 0.4 0.5 0.1
3 0.286 0.214 0.5
4 0.333 0.333 0.333

Mean scoring functions were computed for each policy under

each set of weights listed above. The next step was to

determine whether there were significant differences among the

scores resulting from various policies. For each set of

scores, one-way analysis of variance was used to test the

following hypotheses at a 95% confidence level:

H : Scalar scoring functions are the same for all
policies.

4• HA: Scalar scoring functions are not the same for all
policies.

Standard procedures available in the Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences (SPSS) were used for this test. While

differences in mean SSF for various polices were indicated, the

ratio of maximum SSF variance to minimum SSF variance (over all

policies), as well as the ratio of maximum variance to the sum
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r!
of variances, indicated that the variance of SSF values was not

the same for all policies.

Since the tests used rely on equal group variances, the

indication of unequal variances was cause for closer

examination. A discussion on the effects of unequal variances

was found in a standard text. It states that "...the Scheffe

multiple comparison procedure ... is not affected to any

substantial extent by unequal variances if the sample sizes are

equal." (Ref 27:514)

To get a visual indication of the range of policy scores,

the mean scores for the highest-ranking policies were plotted on

a number line with bands enclosing three standard deviations

from each mean (Figures 15 - 16). These graphs also indicated

that the group differences shown by standard range tests have

some validity. Given the above arguments, it was decided that

the results of the standard range tests could be considered

valid for the purposes of this project.

The stochastic elements of the model introduce some error

in estimating the mean value of the SSF for each policy. The

range tests that were used assume that the error terms for each

factor level (i.e., policy) are normally distributed; however,

the tests are not sensitive to nonnormality of error terms in a

fixed effects model when the sample size is not extremely small

(Ref 27). The experimental model uses fixed effects (factor

levels are controlled). Additionally, the use of 30 sample
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points for each factor level is usually considered a reasonable

sample size.

Statistical Tests

With the evidence presented above, it is considered

reasonable to apply the results of the standard tests used for

the purpose of this study. These results indicate that

distinctions among the fifteen policies tested may be made based

on certain levels of both experimental factors.

Regarding the allocation of C-5 aircraft, for example,

three levels of this factor were combined with one dispatching

rule (one level of the second factor) used to prioritize cargo

requi.remenits. These three combinations are referred to as three

separate policies (see Table IT). Multiple range tests were

used to statistically compare the policies based on the mean SSF

value for each. Results of the multiple range tests used in the

one-way analysis of variance are shown in Tables V-VIII. Each

subset represents a group of policies whose mean SSF values are

not significantly different (with confidence coefficient .95).

In each column, the groups are ranked from highest mean to

lowest mean according to the results of a particular test. The

reader is referred to the SPSS manual (Ref 28) and to Neter and

Wasserman (Ref 27) for further discussion of the multiple range

tests. Each separate table represents a different combination

of weights in the scalar scoring function.
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In general terms, a policy reserving C-5 aircraft for

outsize cargo scored lower than the other two C-5 allocation

policies when combined with the same cargo selection (priority)

rule. Eliminating this set of policies (Policies 1,4,7,10,13)

from consideration, then, the Earliest Due Date rule ranked

highest (Policies 5 & 6), followed by the Slack per Operation

rule (Policies 14 & 15). The range tests fail to distinguish

between policies five and six, which have the highest mean

values for each set of scoring functions calculated. Policies

fourteen and fifteen form another group which consistently ranks

second for each set of scoring functions. Below this group the

rankings tend to vary from one scoring function to the next,

except for policy seven, which has the lowest mean in each case.

Th-"se results indicate that policies five and six dominate all

othpr policies under the conditions of this experiment. The

term "dominate", as used here, means that the scores of these

two policies are never less than those of other policies--and

they are sometimes (or always) better. Similarly, policies

fourteen and fifteen dominate all policies except five and six.

Policy seven is dominated by the other fourteen policies.

It should be restated here that the manner in which the

scalar scoring functions were calculated reflects an implicit

assumption that the value curves for the experimental response

variables are linear. This means, for example, that the value

of getting half of the cargo delivered is 0.5. While that

assumption may be valid, the point to be made is that the scalar
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IIscoring functions calculated in this study are useful for the

relative comparisons made above, but may not be an accurate

indication of how well a certain policy would perform when

actual values (rather than linear scaling) are used to calculate

the scalar scoring function.

This concludes the presentation of experimental results.

Conclusions drawn from these results and some recommendations

for further research are presented in Chapter VI.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

This research project was undertaken to develop and test a

method for using classical scheduling techniques in a strategic

airlift simulation. The specific issues selected were: (1)

allocation of C-5 aircraft to various types of cargo, and (2)

adaptation of priority dispatching rules from job shop problems

to strategic airlift. The general conclusion of the authors is

that a useful method has been developed in this project, and the

method indicates that certain combinations of priority

dispatching and C-5 allocation rules offer improvement over

procedures currently in use.

The use of adapted job shop scheduling rulns to prioritize

cargo requirements could increase cargo throughput and decrease

cargo tardiness, compared with the results achieved by

prioritizing requirements according to cargo type. In the

course of this project, cargo priorities were established by

other predetermined attributes (e.g., due date, weight), as well

as a computed attribute (slack per operation) which was assigned

when the cargo entered the airlift system. Both the due date

and slack per operation rules consistently performed better than

* ]priorities assigned by cargo type.

Policies that reserve C-5 aircraft for missions with

outsize cargo produce lower system performance levels (as

iiaeasured by the scalar scoring function) than policies that
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release the C-5 for missions with oversize and/or bulk cargo,

but no outsize cargo. In most cases, little difference was

observed between the scores for policies that released C-5s for

both oversize and bulk cargo under a single cargo priority rule.

On the other hand, the score of the policy using that same cargo

priority rule, but reserving C-5s for missions without outsize

cargo, was always significantly lower.

Cargo priority rules have a greater effect on policy scores

than do C-5 allocation rules. This conclusion is based on the

observation that equal rankings of two policies which used the

same priority rule occurred frequently, while there were no

equal rankings of policies using the same aircraft allocation

rule.

Assigning highest priority to cargo requirements having the

largest cargo weight resulted in lower performance scores than

any of the other priority rules, in most cases. Policy 7, which

combined "largest weight" priority with "reserved for outsize"
C-5 allocation, ranked lowest in every case tested.

The ranking of scheduling policies was rather robust (not

sensitive) to changes in the weights assigned to the response

variables. Robustness was tested in a scenario-oriented

sensitivity analysis. The policies ranked first and second were

ranked the same in all cases, as was the policy ranked last.
While there were shifts in other rankings among subgroups, there

was almost no inversion of policy rank.
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In a more gener case, the conclusions to be drawn from

the project are that: (1) job shop priority dispatching rules

are applicable to cargo selection procedures in strategic

airlift, (2) the use of a scalar scoring function permits

straightforward comparisons among airlift scheduling policies;

and, (3) an aggregate simulation model is adequate for comparing

scheduling policies with regard to the response variables under

consideration.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are submitted as a result of

this research:

1. The experimental model could be expanded from its

pipeline configuration to permit alternate routings. This would

suggest working with maximal flow and line balancing techniques

to improve system performance.

2. Heuristic combinations of priority dispatching rules

should be attempted with the model used in this experiment. For

example, slack per operation or smallest weight criteria could

be used as the basic rule for selecting cargo; but the basic

rule could be suspended, when cargo requirements in the queue

reached the maximum waiting time, until those requirements were

serviced. Other priority rules and heuristic combinations that

were not tested in this study may yield even greater

improvements in system performance.
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3. Multiattribute utility theory should be applied in a

more rigorous manner to the problem of airlift performance

measurement. Adequate investigation of measurable attributes,

and determination of the true utility curves for those

attributes, would permit formulation of a utility function which

would yield a true measure of merit (rather than a scalar

scoring of policies).

4. Combinations of cargo requirements from different

onload points (or destined for offload points) may improve the

overall performance of the system or the performance of certain

policies. This could be studied by adding a new dimension to

the search for filler cargo and modifying a user function to

account for an increase in the loading (or unloading) time.

5. The design of the experimental model should permit some

attempts at optimizing a schedule for the entire simulation

period, or for smaller periods with a reasonably large quantity

of cargo. Analytical work on such problems as bin packing and

set partitioning could be helpful in this regard.

6. Finally, priority dispatching rules for cargo selection

should be tested in a more detailed strategic airlift model for

a scenario the same as, or similar to, that simulated in this

experiment. Aggregation of certain airlift system parameters,

while considered reasonable in making the desired
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comparisons, may mask inter'action which would deny achievement

of the high performance scores observed in this experiment.
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SLAM (Simulation Language fox Alternative Modeling) is a

FORTRAN-based simulation language whiich allows simulation

models to be created in three world views:

1. Network

2. Discrete

3. Continuous

A SLAM model consists of a set of interconnected symbols

that describe the operation under study. SLAM provides network

symbols (see Figures A-I to A-12) which can be used to build

models and which can be translated into input statements for

computer processing. SLAM symbols and input statements used

for the SLAM Simulation Model described in Chapter IV are

explained here. The following symbols, statement formats, and

definitions are taken from Introduction to Simulation and SLAM

by A. Alan B. Pritsker and Claude D. Pegden (1979), pp.

435-551.

Network Element Figure

1. ALTER NODE A-I

2. ASSIGN NODE A-2

3. AWAIT NODE A-3

4. CREATE NODE A-4

5. ENTER NODE A-5

6. EVENT NODE A-6

7. FREE NODE A-7

8. GOON NODE A-B
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9. TERMINATE NODE A-9

10. REGULAR ACTIVITY A-10

11. SERVICE ACTIVITY A-I1

12. RESOURCE BLOCK A-12
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NODE TYPE: ALTER

FUNCTION: The ALTER node changes the capacity of

resource RLBL by CC units. In the case where

the capacity is decreased below current

utilization, the excess capacity is destroyed

as it becomes freed. The capacity can be

reduced to a minimum of zero with additional

reductions having no effect. At each

release, a maximum of M emanating activities

are initiated.

INPUT FORMAT: ALTER,RLBL/CC,M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

RLBL maximum of 8 characters
beginning with an alphabetical
character.

CC SLAM variable, SLAM random
variable, or a constant.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL:

RL 'B L
M

CC

Fig. A-1. ALTER Node Desciption Summary
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NODE TYPE: ASSIGN

FUNCTION: The ASSIGN Node is used to assign values to

SLAM variables (VAR) at each arrival of an

entity to the node. A maximum of M emanating

activities are initiated.

INPUT FORMAT: ASSIGN, VAR-value, VAR=value,...,M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

VAR ATRIB (INDEX),XX(INDEX),II,
where INDEX is a positive
int~eger or SLAM variable II.

value an expression containing con-
stants, SLAM variables, or SLAM
random variables.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL:

VAR=VALUE

M)

'Fig. A-2. ASSIGN Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: AWAIT

FUNCTION: In the RESOURCE node, the AWAIT node delays an

entity in file IFL until UR units of resource

RLBL are available. The entity then seizes UR

units of RLBL. The ALLOC(IAC) option provides

user written resource allocation capability

("and" and "or" resource allocation).

Subroutine ALLOC(IAC,IPAG) is called when an

entity arrives at the node. Subroutine ALLOC

will also be called when a resource required by

this AWAIT npde becomes available and there is

an entity at the AWAIT node that might use the

resource.

INPUT FORMAT: AWAIT (IFL,QC), RLBL/UR or ALLOC(IAC),,M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

IFL Integer between 1 and MFIL
(maximum file number).

QC AWAIT queue capacity

RLBL Resource label, maximum of 8
characters beginning with an

alphabetic character.

UR positive SLAM variable, SLAM
random variable, or constant.

ALLOC(IAC) calls subroutine ALLOC
with argument number IAC.

M positive integer.
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SYMBOL:

*1 LBL/
UR

* Fig A-3. AWAIT Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: CREATE

FUNCTION: The CREATE node is used to generate entities

within the network. The node is released

initially at time TF and thereafter according

to the specified time between creations, TBC,

up to a maximum of MC releases. At each

release a maximum of M emanating activities

are initiated.

!NPUT FORMAT: CREATE,TBCTF,MA,MC,M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

TBC constant, SLAM variable,
or SLAM random variable.

TF constant.

MA positive integer.

MC positive integer.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL:

Fig. A-4. CREATE Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: ENTER

FUNCTION: The ENTER node is provided to permit the user

to enter an entity into the network from a

user-written event routine. The node is

released at each entity arrival and at each

user call to subroutine ENTER(NUM). A

maximum of M emanating activities are

initiated at each release.

INPUT FORMAT: ENTER, NUM,M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS NUM

positive integer.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL:

NUM

Fig A-5. ENTER Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: EVENT

FUNCTION: The EVENT node causes subroutine EVENT to be

called with event code JEVNT at each entity

arrival. This allows the user to model

functions for which a standard node is not

provided. A maximum of M emanating

activities are initiated.

INPUT FORMAT: EVENT, JEVNT, M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

JEVNT positive integer.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL:

<VNEr M

Fig. A-6. EVENT Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: FREE

FUNCTION: The FREE node releases UF units of resource

RLBL. The resource is made available to

waiting entities according to the order of

the wait files specified in the resource

statement. A maximum of M emanating

activities are initiated. !

INPUT FORMAT: FREE, RLBL/UF, M;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

RLBL maximum of 8 characters
beginning with an alphabetic
character.

UF positive SLAM variable, SLAM
random variable, or constant.

M positive integer.

SYMBOL•

RLBL

SUF
<;

•:• Fig. A-7. FREE Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: GOON

FUNCTION: The GOON node provides a continuation node

where every entering entity passes directly

through the node.

INPUT FORMAT: GOON,M;

SYMBOL:

NI

Fig. A-B. GOON Node Description Summary
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NODE TYPE: TERMINATE

FUNCTION: The TERMINATE node is used to destroy

entities and/or terminate the simulation.

All incoming entities to a TERMINATE node are

destroyed. The arrival of the TCth entity

causes a simulation run to be terminated.

INPUT FORMAT: TERMINATE,TC;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

TC postive integer.

SYMBOL:

TC

Fig. A-9. TERMINATE Node Description Summary

V,

:I '
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ACTIVITY TYPE: REGULAR

FUNCTION: A REGULAR activity is any activity enamating

from a node other than a QUEUE node. The

REGULAR activity is used to delay entities by

a specified duration, perform

conditional/probabilistic testing, and to

route entities to non-sequential nodes.

INPUT FCO'MAT: ACTIVITY/A, duraLion,PROB or COND,NLBL;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

A positive integer.

duration constant, SLAM variable,
SLAM random variable.

PROB or probability: constant between

0 and 1.

COND condition: value .OPERATOR.
value where value is a
constant, SLAM variable, or
SLAM random variable and
OPERATOR is LT, LE, EQ,
GE, GT, or NE.

NLBL the label of a labeled node
which is at the end of the
activity.

SYMBOL:

DURPROBCOND

Fig. A-10. REGULAR Activity Description Summary
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ACTIVITY TYPE: SERVICE

FUNCTION: The SERVICE activity is any activity

emanating from a QUEUE node. The SERVICE!

activity is used in conj,Anct:Lon with the

QUEU-" node.

INPUT FORMAT: ACTIVITY(N)/,k,duration, PROB,NLBEL;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

N positive i~nteger.

A positive integer between
1 and 50.

duration constant, SLAM variable,
SLAM random variable.

probability-constant between 0 and 1.

NLBL label of a labeled node.

DUR,PROB

•:: Fig. A-11. SERVICE Activity Descript-ion Summary
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BLOCK TYPE: RESOURCE

FUNCTION: A RESOURCE block defines a resource by its

label RLBL and its initial capacity or

availability IRC. The file numbers, IFLs,

associated with AWAIT nodes are where

entities requesting units of the resources

are queued. The IFLs are listed in the order

in which it is desired to allocate the units

of the RESOURCE where they are made

available.

INPUT FORMAT: RESOURCE/RTBL(:tRC),IFLs;

SPECIFICATIONS: ENTRY OPTIONS

RLBL maximum cf 8 characters
beginninq with an alphabetic
character.

IRC positivr. integer.

IFLs integers between 1 and MFIL.

SYMBOL:

RLBL EFL 1FL

(IRC) 1 2

Fig. A-12. RESOURCE Block Description Summary.
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GEN,IWILTN & POE,NETI1,2/19/83,30,,N,,,,.5;
LIMITS,al, 15,2588;
PR!ORITY/I,LVF(5)/2,LVF(5)/3,LVF(5)/4,LVF(5);
NETWORK;

RESOURCE/C5( 10) ,5;
RESOURCE/C141( 18) ,7;
RESOURCE/RIJB(4) ,6, 19;
RESOURCE/RP67(459) ,9;
RESOURCE/RWA6?(1) ,18,9;
RESOURCE/RP89C526) ,ii;
RESOURCE/IR489(2) ,12,11;
RESOURCE/I*414(d) ,8,28;
RESOURCE/RP98(273) ,17;
RESOURCE/RW98( 1),18, 17;
RESOURCE/RP71(817) ,15;,
RESOURCE/RW7I(2) ,16, 15;
RESOURCE/RPXX((45) ,13;
RESOURCE/RWXX((4) ,14,13;

;C5 ANJD C141 ARRIVALS

GEWA CREATE,1,0,,48,1;
ALTER,C5/1, 1;
ALTER,C141/4, 1;
TERMINATE;

rTIMR CREATE,24,8,,11,1;
ACT, 8.81;

COEN EVENT,1,1;
TERMINATE;

CREATE,2,,..132,1p
ACT,8.82;

SCHD EYENT,2,1;
TERMI NATE;

ENTER, 1,1;
ASSIGN,ATRID( lfl=1.8, 1;
ACT, ...BIG;x. ENTER,2, I;
ASSIGN,ATRIB( 12)=2.8,1;
ACT, , , SL;

BIG SWIJT(5) ,CS/1,1;
ACT,LFJFRM(248, 14.8), ,HBC5;

;C5 DEPARTS HOME STATION

HBCS a'MIT(6) .1848/1,1;
ACT,8.8833;
FREE, 18488/1, 1;
ACT,USERF( 1)1
GOON, 1;

;C5 FLY TO LAJES

ACT,4., ,LD67;
;CARGO AWUAITS C141
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ACT,LtIFRH(2.8, 14.8), ,1814;

ACT,8.88133;
FREE,F M414/ 1, 1;
ACT,USERF( 1;
Gooa, 1;

;C141 FLY TO LAJES

ACT,5. ,,LD67;
LC,67 *AWIT(9) ,ALLOC( ), , 1;

ACT,8. 167;,
FREE,RI'6Z/1,1;
ACT,USERF(2) ,ATRIB( 12) .EQ.1,B6YR;,
ACT,USERF(2) ,ATRIB( 12) .EG.2,SS7R;

867R FREE,RPdY/17, 1;
ACT,, ,TO.67;

S57R FREE,RP6Z/9, 1;
ACT,, ,TO67;

T067 fl'AIT( 18) ,RW67/1, 1;
ACT,8.8833;
FREE,RW67/1, i;

pC5 AND4 C141 FLY TO CAIRO

ACT,7.23,ATRIO( 12> .EQ.1,LD89;
ACT,7.6,ATRIS( 12) .EO.2,L089;

LD89 AWUIT(11),ALLOC(3>,,1;
ACT,8. 167;

BVFREE,RPS9/33,1;

ACT,IJSERF(3) ,ATRIB( 12) .EO.1,TOXX;
ACT,USERF(3) ,ATRIG( 12) .EG.2,TO9R;

DLVR FEVET,RP93,1;
ACTS..8839;

FREE,RIWOO/1, I;
;C5 AND C141 FLY TO JESTIATION

ACT,2.,ATRIB( 12) .EQ.1,LDYIK;
ACT,2. ATRIB( 12) EQ.2,LDOZ,;

LDXX WAIT 13) W>O(1,41I _016-

FREE,4 '4>O 1,1



ACT,G. 167;
FREE,RPI7 / 1, 1;
ACT,USERF(2> ,ATRIB( 12) .EG. 1,BIR;
ACT,USERF(2) ,ATRIB( 12) .EO.2,571R;

B7IR FREE,RP?1/43,1;
ACT,.. ,TO71;

S71R FREE,RP?1/19,1;
ACT, ...T071;

ACT,6.6933;
FREE,R'Q1/1, 1;

;C5 AND C141 FLY TO PRESTWICK<

ACT,7.3,ATRIB< 12) .EO.1,L090;
ACT,?.?,ATRID( 12) .EO.2,LD9e;

LOS'S AWIT(1?),ALLOC(4),,1;
ACT,9. 16?;
FREE,RN9S/1,1;
ACT,USERF(2) ,ATRIB( 12> .EG. i,B9SR;

V ~ACT,USERF(2) ,ATRIB( 12) .EQ.2. ,S9GR;,
B9OR FREE,RP9S/21, 1;

ACT, ...T090;
S9SR FREE,RP9B/13, 1;

ACT, ...TO90;
T099 eAbAdT(1B),RW9S/1,1;

ACT,S.8833;
FREE,RWPB/1, 1;

;CS AND C141! FLY TO HOME OASES

ACT,?. ,ATRIB( 12) .EO. 1,LD8B;
ACT,8. ,ATRIB( 12) .EG.2,LDI4;

ACT,A. 14?;
FREE,RWMS/1, 1;
ACT,USERF(4);
FREE,C5/1 ,1;
TERM INATE;

LD14) fWkMT(29),RIA14/1,i;

ACTSS. 16?;
FREE,RWM4/1, 1;
ACT,USERF(4);
FREE,C141/1, 1;

* TERINAW#TE-,
ENDNEliJORK;

INIT,6:358;
SIMULATE;
FIN;
X(EOR
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SUBROUTINE COPY (NRANK, IFITE,A): copies the values of the
attributes of an •ntry into the vector A. If NRANK
is negative, then the entry with pointer-NPRANK is to
be copied.

SUBROUTINE ALLOC(IAC,IFLAG): user written allocation option
specified for an AWAIT node. It is called when an
entity arrives at a node and when a resource required
by this AWAIT node becomes available and there is an
entity at the AWAIT node that might use the resource.
The user specifies which resources should prompt this
call by the file specifications in the resource
block. File operations are not permitted. The
arguments to subroutine ALLOC are the user code
specified on the network, IAC, and a flag, IFLAG, to
inform the SLAM processor whether or not an
allocation has been made.

FUNCTION DPROB (CPROB, VALUE, NVAL,IS)- returns a sample from a
user fefined discrete probability function with
cumulative probabilities and associates values
specified in arrays CPROB and VALUE with NVAL values
using random stream IS.

FUNCTION DRAND (IS): returns a pseudo-random number obtained
from random number stream IS.

SUBROUTINE ENTER (IN,A): releases ENTER node whose number is IN
with an entity whose attribute values are in a vector
A.

SUBROUTINE FILEM (IFILE,A): files an entry with attributes
stored in A into file IFILE.

FUNCTION LOCATE (NRANK,IFILE): returns the pointer to the
location of the entry whose rank is NRANK in file

• i. IFILE.

FUNCTION MMFE (IFILE): returns the pointer to first entry (rank
1) in file IFILE.

* FUNCTION NFIND (NRANK,IIILEJATT, MCODE, XVAL, TOL): locates an
entry with rank >= NRANK in file IFILE whose JATT
attribute is related to the value XVAL according to
the specification given by MCODE as shown below:
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MCODE=2: maximum value but greater than XVAL
MCODE=I: minimum value but greater than XVAL
MCODE=0: value within XVAL =TOL
MCODE=-l: minimum value but less than XVAL
MCODE=-2: maximum value but less than XVAL

FUNCTION NNRSC (NRES): current number of resource type NRES
available.

FUNCTION NSUCR (NTRY): returns pointer to the successor entry
of the entry who pointer is NTRY.

SUBROUTINE RMOVE (NRANK, IFILE,A): removes an entry defined by
the variable NRANK from a file defined by the
variable IFILE. If NRANK is positive, it defines the
rank of the entry to be removed. If NRANK is
negative, it points to the negative of the location
where the entry to be removed is stored. REMOVE
loads the vector A with the attributes of the entry
removed. The value of MFA is reset to the pointer of
the entry removed.

SUBROUTINE SEIZE (IR,N): resources may be seized by the user
through a call to subroutine SEIZE (IR,N) where IR is
the numeric code for the resource type and N is the
number of units to be seized.
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PROGRAM
MAIN

SSLAM

RDCGO

NETWORK

7.A L L O C E V E N T U E F

GTREQ SID DLIVRY

Figure D-1 Hierarchy of Program Units
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PROGRAM MAIN(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=-INPUT.TAPE6=-OUTPUT,TAPE?,TAPESQ,)
C

*X xx
fl IN PROGRAM MAIN, THE DIMENSION OF THE SLAM NSET/OSET ARRAY fl
*X IS INCREASED FROM THE DEFAULT VALUE AN4D THE VARIABLE t*4SET XX
fl IS SET EQUAL TO THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY. USER COMMON xx
xx BLOCKS ARE DEFINED HERE SO THEY WILL ALWAYS BE DEFINED. xx
*X ONCE THE SLAM EXECUTIVE PROGRAM IS CALLED, IT CONTROLS ALL *X
xx PROGRAM FUNJCTIONS UN4TIL SIMULAi ION IS COMPLETE. Ax

C
DIMENSION NSET(3e088)

C
CO"tON/SCOM1/ATRIB( 108) ,DD(I 18) ,DDL 188) ,DTNOW, II ,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,

+NCRDR,NPRN4T,t'#'RUN,I4NSET,NTAPE,SS(106) ,SSL(106) ,ThEX<T,TNOIA,XX( iee)
C4J"tON OSET(308006

C
C"MMONUCOM1/CGOAT( 15) ,BUFFER( 15) ,NEMJJOB( 15)
CQION/UCOM2/OUTDEL( 13) ,OVSDEL( 13) ,BLK(DEL( 13) ,PAXDEL.(13),

+OUTTDY( 13) ,WSTDY( 13) ,BLKTDY( 13) ,PAXTDY( 13),
+TOTDEL( 13) ,TOTTDY( 13) ,SRTIES( 13)

CO " ON/UCOM3/MStflUM
C

EQUIVALENCE(NSET(1) ,GSET( 1))

MNNSa=3e888
NCRDR=-5
NPRNJT=6
NTAPE=K'

C
CALL SLAM

C
STOP
END

* C



XX THE BLOCK DATA PROGRAM1 UNI'T IS SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF X

xx INITIALIZING VARIABLES AN'D ARRAYS IN COMMION BLOCKS. ONLY xx

xx USER C OttON IS INITIALIZED HERE. *X

C
BLOCK DATA USER

C
INTEGER SRTIES
REAL NEWJOG
COGtIG4UCOMIl/CGOAT(15) ,DUFFER(15) ,NEWJOB( 15)

C
C"OtIO/UCOM2/OUTDEL( 13) ,OVSDEL( 13) ,BLKDEL( 13) ,PAXDEL( 13),

I-OUTTDY( 13) ,OVSTD)Y( 13) ,BLK<TDY( 13) ,PAXTDY( 13),
+TOTDEL( 13) ,TOTTDY( 13) ,SRTIES( 13)

c
DATA CGOAT,BUFFER,NEWJOB/45X6 .8/

DATA OUTDEL ,OCKSDEL ,BLKDEL, PAXOEL, TOTDEL/65XO .8/
DATA OUTTDY,OVSTDY,BLKTDY,PAXTDY,TOTTDY/SSXA .8/
DATA SRTIES/13X8/

END
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fl SUBROUTINE 1INTLC IS AN OPTIONA~L USER SUBROUTINE WHICH IS X*
xx CALLED BY SLAMI AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH SIMULATION RUN TO fl
fl ESTABLISH INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE RUN. THIS SUBROUTINE fl
xx CALLS ANOTHER FORTRAN INSERT (SUBROUTINE) TO ESTABLISH A xx
xE MASTER FILE OF CARGO REQUIREMENTS FOR USE THROUGHOUT THE X
*X SIMULATION RUN. xx

SUBROUTINE INTLC
C

COMON/SCOMlI/ATRIB(189) ,DD(199) ,DDL'(189 ,DTNOIA,II ,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,
+NCRDR,NPRN4T,t4NRUN,tNNSET,NTAPE,SS( 199),SSL(199) ,TNEXT,TNOW,XX( 198)
COMMON OSET(39999)

INTEGER SRTIES,MSNJU9
C"MON/UCOMI/CGOAT( 15) ,BUFFER(is) ,NEWJCB( 15)
C"OMM/UCOM2/OUTDEL( 13) ,OVSDEL( 13) ,BLKDEL( 13) ,PAXDEL( 13),

+OUTTDY( 13) ,OVSTDY( 13) ,BLKTDY( 13) ,PAXTDY( 13),
*TOTDEL( 13) ,TOTTDY( 13) ,SRTIES( 13)

COMMON./UCOM3/MS*INfI

C XX READ CARGO REQUIREMENTS INTO SLAM MASTER FII.E

* CALL RDCGO

C XCLEAR ARRAYS AND VARIABLES FOR SUMMlARY? REPORT

*DO 9I11=1,13
OUTDEL(II) = OVJSDEL(II) =BLKDEL(II) = PAXDEL(II) 9 .9
OLJTTDY(II) = OVSTDY(II) = BLKIDY(IJ) =PAXTDY(II) =9.9
TOTDEL(II) xTOTTDY(II) = 0.
SRTIES(I[) 9

9 CONTINUE
C

SUMOU-T = SUMOVS SLIIBLK SUMPAX SLIMTOT 90.9
MS*NItt = 9

C
RETURN

END

ci
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X XXXX

XX SUBROUTINE EVENT IS AN OPTIONAL SLAM INSERT WHICH ALLOWS Xx
Xx INTERFACE OF A SLAIM NETWORK WITH USER-WNRITTEN DISCRETE xx
xx EVENT CODE. BY THIS MEANS PROCESSING OF NORMAL TRANS- *X
(X ACTIONS IS HALTED WHILE STATISTICS ARE COLLECTED OR THE XX
X* STATE OF THE MODEL IS ALtERED BY DIRECT ACCESS TO FILES *A
xx AND ACTIVITIES. Xx

XX EVENT I CALLS A SUBROUTINE WHICH COPIES CARGO REQUIRE- XX
xx MENTS FOR A GIVEN DAY FROM THE MASTER FILE AND PLACES xx
xx THEM IN FILES ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF CARGO. *X
xx Xx
MY EVENT 2 CALLS A SUBROUTINE WHICH SELECTS CARGO REQUIRE- xx
X* MENTS AND SCHEDULES MISSIONS TO TRANSPORT THE CARGO. *X
xx Xx
xx EVENT 3 CALLS A SUBROUTINE WHICH COLLECTS STATISTICS Xx
XX ON CARGO DELIVERY WHEN A MISSION IS COMPLETED. xx

C

SUBROUTINE EVENT(NEV)
C

COttON/SCOMI/ATRIB(tO) ,DD(188) ,DDL( 10) ,DTNOW,II ,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNh
*NCRDR,NPRNT,*NNRUN,NNSET,NTAPESS(180) ,SSL(188) ,TNEXTTNOWXx (108)

C
INTEGER TODAY

GO TO (1,2,3),NEV
C
C XX EVENT I BRINGS TODAY'S REQUIREMIENTS INTO SCHEDULING FILES

I TODAY = INT(TNOW/24.8) 4 I
CALL GTREQ(TODAY)
RETURN

C

C XX EVENT 2 SCHEDULES MISSIONS ON AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT

2 CALL SCHED
RETURN

C XX EVENT 3 COLLECTS STATISTICS ON CARGO DELIVERIES
C XXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

3 CALL DLIVRY
RETURN
END

C
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xN SUBROUTINE RDCGO IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE INTLC AT THE Xx
xX 2EGINNING OF EACH SIMULATION RUN TO READ A LIST OF CARGO ýx
Xx REQUIREMENTS FROM AN EXTERNAL FILE INTO A MASTER SLAM FILE 3*
Xx TO BE USED THROUGHOUT THE RUN. UNIT CARGO REQUIREMENTS ARE XX

6X READ FROM THE EXTERNAL FILE, AND ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO XX
Xx SEPARATE REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH TYPE CARGO. THE IDENTITY OF XX
XX UNIT REQUIREMENT IS RETAINED AS AN ATrRIBUTE OF EACH OF THE *X
1X NEW REQUIREMENTS, AS ARE THE ORIGIN, DESTINATION, DATE xx
xx AVAILABLE, AND DATE DUE. XX

C
SUBROUTINE RDCGO

C
C

COHtOtN/SCOI I/ATRIB( 198) ,DD(ei) ,DDL( 188) ,DTNOW,IIMFA,MSTOP,NCLNF,
+NCRDRNPFRNT,NNRUNNNSET',NTAPE,SS( 198) ,SSL( 166) ,TNEXT,,TNOW,)O((X 8)

C
COMMON OSET(38980)

C
REAL OUTSZ,OVRSZ ,BULK,PAX,CGOAT
INTEGER SIZ I,51Z2,SIZ3,SIZ4,BIGFIL,TAPENOJJ
INTEGER REUNOORIG,DESTO&J.BL,I)DUE,t'tCO(ATRUNITNO
COIMON/UCOMI/CGOAT( 15) ,BUFFER( 15) ,NEWJOB( 15)

C
C XX SET VALUES OF PARAMIETERS AND VARIABLES

BIOFIL = 21
MAXATR = 15
SIZI = I
SIZ2 = 2
SIZ3 = 3
"SIZ4 = 4
TAPENO = 59
REWIND TAPENO
REGNO = 8
UNITNO = 0

•,C XX) LOOP UNTIL END OF FILE

C
C

22 CONTINUE
C
C XX READ A REQUIREM" AND CHECK FOR END OF FILE

READ(TAPENOIX) O DESTDAVBL ,DDUE ,OUTSZ ,OVRSZ,BULKPAX
IF (ORIG.LE.9) RETURN

c

C X* CLEAR ARRAY FOR NEW REQUIREMENT ATTRIBUTES
DO 33 JJ = I,IAXATR

CODAT(JJ) 8.0

33 CONTINUE
C
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C UX ASSIGN ATTRIBUTES TO IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS
UNIThO = LIJITNO + I
CGOAT(2) a (WIG
CGOAT(3) = DEST
CGWAT(4) DAVBL
CGOAT(S) =DDUE
CGOAT(I1) I*AITNO

C
C XX ASSIGN CARGO TYPE AND OLM4TITY (OUTSIZE)

IF (O"TrSZ.GT.B.6) THEN
CGOAT(6) = 5121
CGOAT(7) =OUTSZ
REGNO =REGNO + I
CGOAT(I) = REG'IO
CALL FILEM(BIGFIL,CGOAT)

END IF
C
C XX ASSIGN CARGO TYPE *4I) QUANITITY (OVERSIZE)

IF (OVRSZ.GT.6.8) THEN
CGOAT(6) =6122
CGcY.T(7) = OVRSZ
REGNO = REG'1O + 1
CGOAT(1) = REOINO
CALL FILEM(BIGFIL,CGOAT)

ENDIF
C
C UX ASSIGN CARGO TYPE AND QUANTITY (BULK)

IF (BULK.GT.6.6) THEN
CGOAT(A) = 9123
CGOAT(7) = BUL9
REGNO = REGNO + I
CGOAT(I) =REZJNO
CALL FILEM(BIGFIL,CGEAT)

ENDIF
2' C

C XX ASSIGN CARGO TYPE AND QUANTITY (PASSENGERS)
IF (PAX.GT.6.8) THEN

CGOAT(6) = 9124
4C xx CONVERT NUMBER OF (30e N) PASSENGERS TO TONS

CGOAT(7) =PAX X (3e8.8/2000.8)
REGNO =REONO + 1
CGOAT (1) = REONO
CALL FILEN(BIGFIL,CGOAT)

END IF
C
C XX CONTINUE LOOP

GO TO 22
C

END
C



-X SUBROUTINE SCHED IS CALLED BY EVENT 2 TO SELECT CARGO Xx
Xx REQUIREMENTS FROM THE APPROPRIATE FILES AND TO ALLOCATE X*
xx AIRCRAFT AGAINST THOSE REQUIREMENTS ACCORDING TO A xx
*X PARTICULAR SCHEME. THIS VERSION OF THE SCHEDULER USES XX
*X AN "AIRCRAFT PREFERENCE4 FOR A CERTAIN TYPE OF CARGO TO xx
xx DE'EIERINE WHICH REQUIREMENTS WILL FIRST BE SATISFIED BY xx
X* THE TYPE OF AIRCRAFT BEING ALLOCATED. xx
xx X*
X* WorHOOING FIRST WITH C-5 AIRCRAFT RESOURCES, THEN WITH X*
XX THE C-141, THE SCHEDULER CHECKS THE NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT X*
Xx AVAILABLE FOR SCHEDULING. IF AIRCRAFT ARE AVAILABLE, Xx
Xx THE CARGO FILE OF THE TYPE PREFERRED BY THAT AIRCRAFT Xx
XX IS CHECKED FOR REQUIREMENTS. IF CARGO OF THAT TYPE IS xx
X; AVAILABLE, THEN MISSION ENTITY IS ESTABLISHED WITH AN Xx
U ANOUN4T OF CARGO NOT GREATER Tt.'AN THE AIRCRAFT CAPACITY, xx
Xx IF THE FIRST CARGO SELECTED DOES NOT FILL THE AIRCRAFT, xx
Xx SCHED CALLS SUBROUTINE GTFILL TO SEARCH FOR OTHER CARGO Xx
X* WITH THE SAME ORIGIN-DESTINATION PAIR. THIS SEARCH MAY Xx
*X PROCEED THROUGH ALL FILES OF AVAILABLE CARGO. xx

xx IF A MATCH IS FOUND, SCHED FILLS THE REMAINING CAPACITY Xx
-x OF THE AIRCRAFT. A THIRD OR FOURTH REQUIREMENT HAY BE Xx
-x FOUND, AS LONG AS THE AIRCRAFT CAPACITY IS NOT EXCEEDED. X*
xx WHEN THE AIRCRAFT CAPACITY IS HATCHED, OR ALL FILES HAVE *X

= U* BEEN SEARCHED, THE MISSION ENTITY IS ENTERED INTO THE U
U" OPERATIONS NETWORK. THIS PROCESS CONTINUES UNTIL ALL xO
xx AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED, OR UNTIL ALL XUX
*X AVAILABLE CARGO HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO A MISSION ENTITY. Ux

* U NOTE THAT A C-141 CANNOT ,ARRY OUTSIZE CARGO (TYPE 1), *X
Ux AND THAT A C-5 WILL NOT BE LAUNCHED UNLESS OUTSIZE xU
Xx OR OVERSIZE CARGO IS AVAILABLE. Xx

C
i SUBROUTINE SCHED

COMHON/SCOMI/ATRIB( 168) UDD( le) ,DDL( 188) ,DTNOW, I I ,MFA,MSTOPNCLNR,
*NCRDRNPRNTT,NNRUN,NNSETNTAPE,SS( 10e) ,SSLA 1•8) TNEXT,TNOW,>O<( 188)

C
COHtON OSET(38886)/C

REAL AVGLDI,AVGLD2,REMCAP,UPLD,NEWOTY,NEWJOB,BUFFERCGOAT
INTEGER TYPACACAVBL,PREFQ,FSTREQ,NUMLDS,MSNNUHM,REONO
INTEGER OTYATTORIG,DESTMARKERMAXATRUNITNO
COMaON/UCOMI/CGOAT(15 •,BUFFER(15) ,NENJOB(15)
CO4ON/UCOM3/HSNNUL

C
C XX SET VALUE OF PARAMETERS

C

MAXATR 15



TYPAC = 1
AVGLDI = 68.8
AVGLD2 = 24.8

C
C XX FIRST SCHEDULER WORKS ON C-5 MISSIONS
C
C
C MX FIND NUMBER OF C-5 AIRCRAFT AV'AILA6LE

ACAVBL NNRSC(TYPAC)
PREFO I

C
C XX IF NO C-5'S AVAILABLE, TRY FOR C-141

228 IF ((ACAVBL.LE.8).OR.(PREFQ.EQ.4)) THEN
GO TO 266

ELSE IF (ACAVBL.GT.8) THEN
C fx CHECK PREFERRED FILE (TYPE I) FOR AVAILABLE CARGO

FSTREQ = MtFE(PREFQ)
REMCAP = AVGLDI
IF (FSTREO.GT.,) THEN

CALL RHOVE ( -FSTREQ , PREFO ,BUFFER)
C
C fl IF NO TYPE I CARGO AVAILABLE TRY FOR TYPE 2 OR TYPE 3

ELSE IF ((FSTREG.LE.6).AND.(PREFQ.LT.:3)) THEN
PREFO = PREFO 4 2
GO TO 228

C
C U IF NO TYPE 1, 2, OR 3 CARGO, GO TO C".41S

ELSE IF (FSTREG.LE.8) THEN
GO TO 268

ENDI F
ENDIF

C
C UX SET UP A MISSION ENTITY VOR THE CARGO
C
C

OTYATT = 7
NUMLDS =
MStNNUU = MSNNU* + I
REONO = BUFFER(I)
ORIG = BUFFER(2)
DEST = BUFFER(3)
UPLD = BUFFER(QTYATT)
LNITNO = INT(BUFFER(11))

C
C fl CLEAR ARRAY FOR MISSION ATTRIBUTES

DO 225 JJ = 1,tAXATR
CGOAT(JJ) = 8.

225 CONTINUE
C
C U ASSIGN ATTRIBUTES TO IDENTIFY MISSION

CGOAT(1) = NUMLDS
CGOAT(12) = TYPAC
CGOAT(13) = ORIG
CGOAT(14) = DEST
CGOAT( 15) MS*UJI
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C
C *X ENTER FULL LOADS IN OPERATIONS NETWORK

236 IF (UPLD.GE.AVGLD1) THEN
CGOAT(2XNLRILDS> = REONO
CGOAT(2*NRIMLDS t 1) =AVGLD1
CALL ENTER(TYPAC,CGOIAT)
ACAVAL = ACAVBL - i

p UPLD = UPID - AVOLDI
I3UFFER(QTYATT) = UPLD
IF ((UPLD.GT.8).ANtD.(ACAV8L.GT.6)) THEN

MSNNUMN= MS*Jtt1 + I
CGOATU15) =MS*JLHL GO TO 238

C
C XX REPLACE CARGO IN FILE IF NO AIRCRAFT REMAIN

ELSE IF ((UPLD.GT.8).AtND.(ACALJBL.LE.8)) THEN
CALL FILEH(PREFQ,BUFFER)
GO TO 26e

C
EC MX WHEN THIS REQUIREMENT IS SCHEDULED, LOOK FOR MORE

ELSE IF (UPLD.LE.8) THEN
PREFO=I
GO TO 226

END IF
ENDIF

C
C XX CARGO QUANTITY LESS TIW'J AIRCRAFT CAPACITY

IF ((UPLD.GT.6) .AND.(UPLD.LT.AVGLD1)) THEN4
CGOAT (2XNLHLDS) =REWON

CGOAT(2*NLHLDS + 1) =UPLD,
RENCAP =AVOLDI -UPLD

C

C
248 CALL GTFILL(UNITNO,ORIG,DEST,PREFO,MARKER)

.2 -IF ((MARKER.EQ.6) .AND.(PREFG.LT..4)) TE
PREFO = PREFO + I
GO TO 246

C
C *A NO MATCH FOUND... .SCHEDULE MISSION WITH PARTIAL LOAD

ELSE IF ((MARKER.EQ.6>dt'JD.(PREFQ.EO.4)) THEN
CALL ENTER(TYPAC,CGQAT)
ACAVBL. ACAVBL -I
PREFO I

j GO TO 228
ENDIF

. k. C
>? J C XXORIG-DEST MATCH FOUND.. .FILL AIRCRAFT

IF (MARKER.GT.6) THEN
NIJILDS w NUMLOS + I
CGOAT(I1) = NINILDS
OTYAT)' = 7
NEI'OTY = NEWJOO(OTYATT)
REWNO NENJOEC I)
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C
C fl LIMIT PAX UPLOAD TO 73 MA.X

IF (WARKER.EO.4) THEN
REMCAP =MIN(REMCAP,I0.95)

ENDIF
C

IF (NEWQTY.LE.REMCAP) THEN
CGOAT( 2MNLILDS) =REGJO

CGOAT(20*~kILDS +1) =NENAOTY
RENCAP =RENCAP -NEI40TY

GO TO 246
ELSE IF (NE]WQTY.GT.REHCAP) THEN

CGOAT(2XNUMLDS) = REONO
CGOAT(2XNLNILDS + 1) = REHCAP
CALL ENTER(TYPAC,CGOAT)
ACAVBL = ACAVBL -I
NEWOTY = NEWOTY - REMCAP

C
C xx REPLACE EXTRA CARGO IN FILE

NENJOB(QTYATT) = NE40TY
CALL FILEN(MARKER,NEWJOB)
PREFO 1
GO TO 220

END IF
ENDIF

END IF

Cfl NOW SCMEDULER WORKS ON C-141 MISSIONS

FSRG~1EPREFG)=

C X* IF NO(F41STRE VAI.LABTEN EV CEUC
32 F(CABL.L 1E.( -FTREQN RF, UFR

ELSE IF (FSTREOG.LE.) THEN
c xx CHECK OTHFERRE FILES (YE2 FOR CARGO

IF (PSREFO.LT.4) THEN

PREFO PREFO + 1
GO TO 320

C XK IF NO CARGO AVAILABLE, LEAVE SCHEDULER
ELSE IF (PREFG.GE.4) THEN

RETURNJ
ENDIF

END IF
ENDIF
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C
C fl SET UP A MISSION ENTITY FOR THE CARGO
C

OTYATT =7
F NUMLDS 1

MS*JNhI = MSNNHUt + I
REONO = UFFER( 1)
ORIG = BUFFER(2)
DEST = BUFFER(S)
UPLO = BUFFER(QTYATT)
UNITNO =INT(BUFFER(11))

C
C fl CLEAR ARRAY FOR MISSION ATTRIBUTES

DO 325 KK =1,MAXATR
CGOAT(KK) = 9.9

325 CONTINUE
C
C *X ASSIGN ATTRIBUTES TO IDENTIFY MISSION

CGOAT(1) NLNILDS
CGOAT(12) =TYPAC

KCGOAT(13) = R16
CGOAT( 14) =DEST

CGOAT( 15) MSNIUM

339 IF (UPLD.GE.AVGLD2) THEN
CGOAT(2*NUMLDS) =REGNO

C
C *A LIMIT NUMIBER OF (309 #) PASSENGERS TO 122 MA~X

IF (PREFO.LT.4) THEN
CGOAT(2ENttILDS + 1) = AVGLD2

ELSE IF (PREFQ.EQ.4) THEN
CGOAT(2ENL31LDS + 1) = 18.3

ENDIF

C XX ENTER MISSION IN OPERATIONS NETWAORK
CALL ENTER(TYPAC ,CGOAT)
ACAVBL = ACAVOL - 1

* £
C XX REDUCE CARGO OQl4WTITY FOR THIS REQUIREMENT

IF (PREFO.LT.4) THEN
UPLO =UPLD - AVGLD2

ELSE IF (PREFQ..EQ.4) THEN
UPLD = UPLO 18.3

END IF

BUFFER(QTYATT) =UPLD
IF ((UPLD.GT.9) .V*D.(ACAVBL.GT.9)) THEN

MSNNM'J = MS*1UM 4 1
CGOAT( 15) = MSNNUM
GO TO 339

ELSE IF ((UPLD.GT.O).fAND.(ACAVBL.LE.9)) THEN
C *X RETURN' EXTRA CARGO TO FILE

CALL FILEM(PREFQ,BUFFER)
RETURIN

ELSE IF (UPLD.LE.9) THEN
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0O TO 328
END IF

END IF
C

IF ((UPLD.GT.9) .AJD.(UPLD.LT.AVGLD2)) THEN
C ~x ASSIGN CARGO TO MISSION ENTITY

CGOAT(2XNtIILDS + 1) =UPLO
RENCAP =AVGLD2 -UIPLD

C
C XX SEARCH FOR FILLER WITH SAME UltIT NUMBER OR ORIG AN*D DEST
C *MmM fXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXKXXXX
C

348 CALL GTFILL(UNITNO,ORIG,DEST,PREFO,WARXER)
IF ((MARKER.EO.9) .AND.(PREFO.LT.4)) THEN

PREFO = PREFO + 1
GO TO 349

C fl IF NO FILLER FOUND, ENTER MISSION WITH PARTIAL LOAD
ELSE IF ((MARKER.EO.8).AND.(PREFO.GE.4)) THEN

CALL ENTER(TYPAC,CGOAT)
ACAVOL =ACAVBL - 1
PREFO =2
GO TO 328

ENDI F
C
C *X IF FILLER IS FOUND, FILL UP TO AIRCRAFT CAPACITY

IF (tttRXER.GT.8) THEN
NL#ILDS = NLE'LDS 4 1
CGOAT(1) = NUMLDS
QTYATT = 7
NEWOTY = NEI'JOB( GTYAfl)

C REGNO = NEWJOB(1)

C X* LIMIT PAX LOAD TO 122 MA~X
IF (MARKER.EG.4) THEN

RENDIF = MIN(REMCAP, 18.3)

C
IF (NEWOTY.LE.REMCAP) THEN

4 CGOAT(2XNUMLDS) =REGNO

CGOAT(2XNUMLDS + 1) = NEWOTY
REMCAP = RENCAP -NEWaOTY

GO TO 348
ELSE IF (NEWGTYSGT.REMCAP) THEN

CGOAT(2XNLHMLDS) =REGNO
CGOAT(2XNtNILDS + 1) = RENCAP
NEWOTY =NEWOTY RENCAP
CALL ENTER (TYPAC, CGOAT'
ACAVBL = ACAVBL I
NEW4JOB(GTYATT) NEWAOTY
CALL F ILEM(WARKER ,NEWJOB)
PREFO 2
GO TO 329

END IF
ENDIF

ENDIF
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C

C XX IF MORE AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE, SCHEDULE ANOTHER MISSION

IF (ACAVBL.GT.8) THEN
PREFU = 2
60 TO 320

ENDI F
RETURN
END

C
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NM SUBROUTINE GTFILL IS CALLED BY THE SCHEDULER TO FIND FILLER NM
xx CARGO WITH THE SAME ORIGIN-DESTINATION PAIR AS A PREVIOUSLY
Mx SELECTED REQUIREMENT. THE SEARCH BEGINS IN A FILE x
MM DESIGNATED BY THE THIRD ARGUMIENT, AND PROCEEDS SEQUENTIALLY MM
NM THROUGH FILE NUMBER FOUR, OR UNTIL A MATCH IS FOUND. Mx
NM xM
MM IF A MATCH IS FOUND, THE CARGO ENTITY IS REMOVED FROM ITS MN
NM FILE AND PLACED IN A BUFFER ARRAY FOR PROCESSING BY THE xx
MN SCHEDULER. THE FOURTH ARGUMENT RETURNS THE FILE NUMBER xM
MM OF THE MATCHING REQUIREMENT SO THAT EXCESS CARGO MAY BE xx
Mx RETURNED TO ITS PROPER FILE. A ZERO IS RETURNED IF NO Mx
MM MATCH IS FOUND. xM

C
SUBROUTINE GTFILL( UNITNO,CGORIG,CGDEST, IFILEMARKER)

C
COMHON/SCOFIl/ATRIB( le) ,DD( 166) ,DDL( 10) ,DTHOIW, I I t-IFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,

+NCRDR,NPRNTNNRUN,NNSET,NTAPE,SS( 166) ,SSL( 168) ,TNEXTTNOW,XX(166)
COMMON QSET(30666)

C
REAL NEWJOB
INTEGER MARKER,NEXT,CGORIG ,CGDEST ,MAXATR,U4ITNO,FOUND
COItON/UCOMI/CGOAT( 15) ,BUFFER( 15) ,NEWJOB( 15)

C
C MM SET VALUE OF PARAMETERS

X)UNIT = REAL(UNITNO)
FOUND =
MARKER = 8
MAXATR = 15

C
C XM TRY TO FILL WITH CARGO FROM SAME UNIT REQUIREMENT

DO 398 MD = IFILE,4
FOUND = NFIND(1,MD,11,6,XUNIT,6.0)

4!' IF (FOULD.GT.0) THEN
MARKER = MD
CALL RNOVE(FOUND ,MD,NEWJOB)
60 TO 410

ENDIF
396 CONTINUE

C
C *M IF NO CARGO WITH THE SAME UNIT NUMBER IS FOUND,
C *M TRY TO MATCH CARGO ORIGIN AND DESTINATION

C
>1 C

C MM FIND THE FIRST ENTRY IN THE PREFERRED FILE
NEXT = MMFE(IFILE)

C
C XX IF THE PREFERRED FILE IS EMPTY, RETURN

40• IF (NEXT.EQ.6) THEN
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RETURN
ELSE

C •x CLEAR THE BUFFER ARRAY
DO 405 LM = I,MAXATR

NEWJOB(LM) = 0
485 CONTINUE

C xx COPY FILE ENTRY INTO BUFFER ARRAY
CALL COPY(-NEXT, IFILE,NEWJOB>

ENDi F
C
C X* CHECK FOR ORIGIN-DESTINATION MATCH

IF ((NENJOB(2) .EQ.CGORIG) .AND.(NEWJOB(3) .Eh.CGDEST)) THEN
C xx IF MATCH FOL*ID, REMOVE FROM FILE & SET MARKER

CALL RMOVE(-NEXT, IFILENEWJOB)
MARKER = IFILE
GO TO 416

ELSE
C }x IF NO MATCH, FIND NEXT ENTRY AND CHECK IT

NEXT NSUCR(NEXT)
GO TO 400

ENDIF
C

410 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

--.,
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XX SUBROUTINE ALLOC IS CALLED FROM CERTAIN ALLOCATE NODES IN xx
Xx THE SLAM NETWORK. IT SUBSTITUTES A USER-WRITTEN CODE FOR xx
Xx THE NORMAL ALLOCATION LOGIC OF THE SLAM LANGUAGE. RUNWAY XX

XX AND RA*IP RESOURCES AT CNROUTE LANDING BASES ARE THUS XX
XX ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO A MORE COMPLEX SCHEME THAN WOULD BE XX
Xx POSSIBLE WITH ONLY THE SLAM NETWORK. XX
XX X
Xx THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS A SEPARATE MODULE FOR EACH BASE XX
XX REPRESENTED. RAMP SPACE IS ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO THE XX
XX TYPE OF AIRCRAFT ASSIGNED A MISSION ENTITY, AND A LANDING XX
Xx RUNWAY IS ALLOCATED ONLY WHEN RAMP SPACE IS AVAILABLE. XxXX XXx xx

XX THE FIRST ARGUMENT GIVES THE SUBROUTINE A NUMERICAL CODE xx
XX FOR THE BASE CALLING FOR ALLOCATION, AND THE SECOND ARGU- XX
Xx IS A FLAG TELLING THE SLAM' EXECUTIVE WHETHER RESOURCES X
"XX HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED. XX

C
SUBROUTINE ALLOC(BASE, IFLAG)

C
COMMON/SCOM I/ATRIB( 166) ,DD(166) ,DDL(166) ,DTNOW,II ,MFAMSTOPNCLNR,

*NCRDR,NPRNTNNRUN,NNSET.NTAPE,SS(168) ,SSL(166) ,TNEXT,TNOW,XX( 166)
COMMON GSET(16e86)

C
INTEGER PARKB,PARKS,R14IO,RPNO,TYPAC,BASE

C
C XX SET VALUE OF PARAM*ETERS

TYPAC = ATRIB(12)
IFLAG = e

:" 1 c
IF (BASE.EQ.I) GO TO 67
IF (BASE.EO.2) GO TO 71
IF (BASE.EO.3) GO TO 89
IF (BASE.EG.4) GO TO 96

C
C XX SET REQUIRED RAIP SPACE AND RESOURCE ID NUMBERSI•. ~ ~~~C XXXX XXX X X XX•()((X X)XIXXXXX XIXXX •XXXXXXXXXXX•

67 PARKBS 17
PARKS = 9
RWNO = 5
RPNO = 4

C
C XX CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR BIG AIRCRAFT

IF ((TYPAC.EQ. 1) .AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKB)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RbNO).GE.1) THEN

C XX ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEIZE(RPNOPARKB)
CALL SEIZE(RWN0,I)
IFLAG I
"RETURN
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ENDIF
C XX CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR SMIALL AIRCRAFT

ELSE IF ((TYPAC.EQ.2) .AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKS)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RWN4O).GE.1) -HEN

C xx ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEIZE(RPNO,PARKS)
CALL SEIZE(RWNO,1)
IFLAG = I
RETURN

ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN

C
C XX SET REQUIRED RAMP SPACE AND RESOURCE ID NUMBERS

71 PARKB = 43
PARKS = 19
RWNI-O 12
RPNO = II

C
C X* CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR B•IG AIRCRAFT

JF ((TYPAC.EO.I).AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKB)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RWNO).GE.I) THEN

C xx ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEIZE(RPNO,PARKB)
CALL SEIZE(RWNO,I)
IFLAG = I
RETURN

END IF
C XX CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT

ELSE IF ((TYPAC.EQ.2) .AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKS)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RNNO) .GE. 1) THEN

C xx ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEI ZE(RPNOPARKS)
CALL SEIZE(R1NO,I)
IFLAG = I
RETURN

END IF
ENDIF
RETURN

C
C XX SET REQUIRED RAMP SPACE AND RESOURCE ID NUtPERS

89 PARKB = 33
PARKS = 16
RWNO= 7
RPNO = 6

$ c
C XX CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR BIG AIRCRAFT

IF ((TYPAC.EO.1).AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKB)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RWNO).GE.1) THEN

C *X ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEIZE(RPNOPARKB)
CALL SEIZE(RWNO,I)
IFLAG = I
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f°
RETURN

END I F
C XK CHECK IF RAMP SPACE AVAILABLE FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT

ELSE IF ((TYPAC.EQ.2).AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKS)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RI'NO).GE.1) THEN

GC f ALLOCATE RUNWAY AND RAMP IF BOTH AVAILABLE
CALL SEIZE(RPNO,PARKS)
CALL SEIZE(R*NO,1)
IFLAG = 1
RETURN

ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN

C
C XX SET REQUIRED RAMP SPACE AND RESOURCE ID NUMBERS
C

90 PARKB = 21
PARKS = 13
RWNO = 10
RPNO = 9

C
IF ((TYPAC.EG.I).AND.(hJRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKB)) THEN

IF (NNRSC(WAJNO).GE.1) THEN
CALL SEIZE(RPNO,PARKB)
CALL SEIZE(RWNO, 1)
IFLAG = I

- ENjRETURN
ENDIF

ELSE IF ((TYPAC.EQ.2).AND.(NNRSC(RPNO) .GE.PARKS)) THEN
IF (NNRSC(RNNO).GE.1) THEN

CALL SEIZE(RPNOPARKS)
CALL SEIZE(RINO,I)
IFLAG = I
RETURN

END IF
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C

I
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*X SUBROUTINE GTREQ IS CALLED BY EVENT I TO SELECT, FROM THE Xx
Xx MASTER FILE, CARGO REQUIREMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SCHEDULING Xx
Xx DURING A GIVEN ACTIVITY PERIOD (ONE DAY). BEGINNING FROM *X
*X THE FIRST LINE OF THE MASTER FILE ON DAY 1, GTREO FINDS Xx
Xx THE FIRST REQUIREMENT FOR THE NEXT DAY AND COPIES ALL xx
XX CARGO ENTITIES UP TO THAT POINT INTO SEPARATE FILES xx
xx ACCORDING TO TYPE CARGO. (FILES TO BE USED BY THE SCHED- *X
xx ULER.) xx
XX~ XX

xx xx
C
C

SUBROUTINE GTREQ(ICATE)
C
C

COHM(ON/SCOMI/ATRIB(I88),DD(188) ,DDLO (e),DTNOt,1IIMFAMSTOP,NCLNR,
+NCRDR,NPRNT ,NNRUNt,NNSETNTAPESS(l18) ,SSL(18@) ,TNEXT,TNOW,XX(Ile)

C
COMMON QSET(30808)

C
INTEGER FSTLIN,LSTLIN,BIGFIL,TYPCGO,DTATR,MCODE,REGNO
REAL BUFFER(15)

C
C XX SET VALUES OF PARAMETERS

BIGFIL 21
DTATR 4
MCODE = I

C

C •X FIND FIRST A*D LAST REQUIREMENT FOR TODAY

C
C

DATE = REAL(IDATE)
YESTDY = DATE - 1.8
FSTLIN = NFIND(I,BIGFIL,DTATR,MCODE,YESTDY,8.G)
LSTLIN = NFIND(FSTLINBIGFIL,DTATR,MCODEDATE,8.8)
LSTLIN = LSTLIN - I

C
C XX COPY TODAY'S REQUIREMENTS INTO SCHEDULING FILES

C

DO 60 REONO = FSTLINLSTLIN
C

CALL COPY(REQNO,BIGFIL,BUFFER)
TYPCGO = NINT(BUFFER(6))

C XX FILE REQUIREMENT ACCORDING TO TYPE CARGO
CALL FILEH(TYPCGO,BUFFER)

C
60 CONTINUE

C
RETURN
END
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MX SUBROUTINE DLIVRY IS CALLEU BY EVENT 3 WHEN A MISSION Xx
Ax ENTITY REACHES A POINT IN THE NETWORK CORRESPONDING TO A xx
Ax CAHGO DESTINATION AIRFIELD. STATISTICS ARE COLLECTED ON Mx
x x THE QUANTITY OF CARGO DELIVERED BY THAT MISSION, AS WELL Xx
*X AS THE TARDINESS OF THE CARGO. THE QUANTITY DELIVERED IS MX
Xx ALSO POSTED WITH THE ORIGINAL REOUIREMFNT IN THE MASTER XX
*X FILE. IF THAT SHIPMENT COMPLETES DELIVERY OF THE TOTAL Xx
xx QUANTITY OF CARGO ASSOCIATED WI1H THE REQUIREMENT, THE Xx
Xx DUE DATE FOR l'HF REQUIREMENT IS CHECKED AND A FLAG IS XX
XX SET TO INDICATE WHETHER CLOSURE WAS MET, XX

Xx THIS ROUTINE USES DIRECT ACCESS TO THE SLAM NSET/QSET xx
*X ARRAY BY WAY OF THE REQUIREMENT NUMBER, WHICH IS PRESET X-
xx TO MATCH THE RANK OF EACH REQUIREMENT IN THE MASTER FILE. XX
Xx ONCE THE CORRECT LOCATION IS FOUND, THE VALUES ASSOCI- XX
xx TED WITH THAT REQUIREMENT MAY BE ACCESSED ACCORDING TO xx
XX THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY ARE FILED. XX
xx XX
XX CARGO DATA IS STORED IN ARRAYS, TO BE PRINTED AT THE END Xx
*X OF THE SIMULATION RUN WHEN SUBROUTINE OTPUT IS CALLED. xx

C
SUBROUTINE DLIVRY

C
C"ltON/SCOMI/ATRIB IOS) ,DD(169) ,DDL(168) ,DTNOW,II ,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,

+NCRDRNPRNT,NNRUNt'#JSET,NTAPESS(168) ,SSL(180) ,TNEXrTNOW,HXX (198)
C COMMON QSET(30098)

INTEGER NTRY,DUEMK, QTYMK ,TYPEMK ,ERLYMK ,LATEMK,CLOSHK XLD ,TARDY
INTEGER BIGFIL,NUMLDS,REGNJO,TYPCGO,DLIVDT,TODAY,SRTIES
INTEGER MISSNO,TYPAC,MYTAP1 ,MYTAP2,CLSURE,POLICY,TRDYMK
REAL DLVELY,DLVLAT
REAL TOL ,QTYDEL ,TOTOTY ,OUTDEL ,TOTDEL ,TOTTDY ,DLVS
REAL ORSDEL,BLKDEL,PAXDEL ,OUTTDY,OVSTDY,BLKTDY,PAXTDY

C
CO"tON/UCOM2/OUTDEL(13) ,OSDEL(13) ,BLKDEL(13) ,PAXDEL(13)

*OUTTDY(13) ,O.STDY(13) ,BLKTDY(13) ,PAXTDY( 13),
iTOTDEL(13) ,TOTTDY(13) ,SRTIES(13)

C
C XX SET VALUES OF PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES

C
BIGFIL = 21
TODAY = INT(ThOW/24.9) + I
DLIVDT = TODAY
XXDLIV = REAL(DLIVDT)
TOL = 1.0
NUMLDS = NINT(ATRIP(1))

C
C XX UNLOAD AIRCRAFT AND POST DATA ON CARGO DELIVERED(C
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C
DO 800 LD =1,NLIILDS

DLVELY = DLVLAT =CLSURE 0
REaNO =NINT(ATRIB(2XLD))
QTYDEL = ATRIB(2XLD + 1)

C

C X* SET POINTERS FOR DIRECT ACCESS TO ATTRIBUTES IN

CC *X THE MASTER REQUIREMENTS FILE

NTRY =LOCAT(REONO,BIGFIL)
DUEIIK = NTRY + 5
TYPEMK =NTRY + 6
OTYMK = NTRY + 7
ERLYMK =NTRY + 8
LATEMK =NTRY + 9
CLOSMI( NIRY + le
TRDYMK =NTRY + 12

C
ODUE OSET(DUEMK)
IDDUE =INT(DDUE)

C
C *X UPDATE THE DAILY SORTIE COL14T

SRTIES(DLIVDT) =SRTIES(DLIVDT) + 1
C
C XX POST DELIVERY IN MASTER FILE AS ONTIME OR LATE

IF (DLIVDT.LE.DDUE) THEN
QSET(ERLYMlK) = SET(ERL'MK) + QTYDEL
DLVELY = OTYDEL
DLVS = GSET(ERLYMK)
TOTUTY = OSET(OTYMK) - TOL
IF (DLVS.GE.TOTQTY) THEN

QSET(CLOSMK) 1.8
CLSURE = 1

ENDI F
ELSE IF (DLIVDT.GT.DDUE) THEN

QSET(LATENK) = QSET(LATEMK) + OTYDEL
DLVLAT -OTYDEL

END IF

C XX UPDATE DATA ON DAILY CARGO DELIVERIES ANID TARDINESS

C
TOTDEL(DLIVDT) = TOTDEL(DLIVDT) + GTYDEL
TYPCGO = NINT(QSET(TYPEMO))

C
C XX UPDATE DAILY DATA FOR OUTSIZE CARGO

IF (TYPCGO.EQ.J) THEN
OLITDEL(DLIVDT) = OUTDEL(DLIVDT) 4 QTYDEL
TARDY = MAX0.0,(XXDL[V-DDUE))

OUTTDY(DLIVDT) = OUTTDY(DLIVDT) 4 OTYDEL X TARDY

TOTTD'((DLIVDT) = TOTTDY(DLIVDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY
C XX UPDATE DAILY DATA FOR OVERSIZE CARGO
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ELSE IF (TYPCGO.EQ.2) THEN
OVSDEL(DLIVDT) = OVSDEL(DLIVDT) + GTYDEL
TARDY - MAbX(0.e,(XXDLIV-DDUE))

OVSTDY(DLIVDT) = cI)STDY(DLIVDT) + QTYDEL X TARDY
TOTTDY(DLIVDT) =TOTTDY(DLI'JDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY

C XX UPDATE DAILY DATA FOR BULK CARGO
ELSE IF (TYPCGO.EQ.3) THEN

BLKDEL(DLIVDT) =BLKDEL(DLIYDT) + QTYDEL
TARDY = tbAX(0.0,(XX(DLIV-DDUE))

OLKTDY(DLIVDT) = BLKTDY(DLItJDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY
TOTTDY(DLIVDT) = TOTTDY(DLIVDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY

C XX UPDATE DAILY DATA FOR PASSENGERS
ELSE IF (TYPCGO.EQ.4) THEN

PAXDEL(DLIVDT) = PAXDEL(DLIVDT) + OTYDEL
TARDY = MX(@.@, XXODLIV-DDUE))

PAXTDY(DLIVDT) =PAXTDY(DLIVDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY
TOTTDY(DLIVDT) =TOTTDY(DLIVDT) + OTYDEL X TARDY

END IF
C

QSET(TRDYMK) QSET(TRDYMK) + OTYDEL TARDY
C

880 CONTINUE
C

RET UIM
END

C
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SLIIDUT =SUtlOUT + OUTDEL(LL)
SUMDYS = SUMOVS + (1JSOEL(LL)
SUMLhOL SUMOLk + SLKDEL(LL)
SUMPAX = SUtIPAX 4 PAXDEL(LL)
SUMTOT = 3t34T01 4 TOTDEL(LL)
SRTYCT = SRTYCT + SRTIES(LL)

C
966 CONTINUE

C
PR I fl,'
WRITE(X~,922) SLtIOUT,StN'OVS,SU'IBLK ,SLNIPAX,SUM4TOT ,SRTYCT
PRINT*,'-

C
C fl HEADING FOR TABLE ON CARGO TARDINESS
C

PRINT'(////T19,'' XMflX TARDINESS (TON-DAYS) f~l'/)
PRINT'(4X,'' DAY'',4X,' O'JTSZ'',4X,'' OVRSZ'',5X,'' SULK"',

+ 6X,'' PAX'',6X,'' Stl'',5X,'' ACCLtI'')'
PRINT*,'

C
C XA PRINT DAILY SUMMA~RY PI'D CUMULATIVE CARGO TARDINESS

DO 910 MM = 1,DAYS
C

CLN4TDY =CLNITDY + TOTTDY(t't)
WRIWF(X,936) MM,OUTTDY(MM),OVSTDY(1) ,BLKTDY(It) ,PAXTDY(M1),
+TOTTDY(tl) ,CUtlTDY

C
916 CONTINUE

C
928 FOfRMrTdT,14,5F16.1,Ilt'
922 FOfflVIAT3,' TOTALS',TIe,5F19.1,119)
93@ FOFMAT(T6,I4,5F19.2,FI1.2)

C
C X* STORE DATA FROM MASTER FILE ON DISK FOR LATER ANA~LYSIS
C
C

MYTAP3 =283

LINES = NGJ(RIGFIL)
DO 956 REONO = 1,LINES

CALL COPY(REGINO,SIGFIL,SUFFER)
ODUE = INT(BUFFER(5))
TYPCGO = INT(BUFFER(6))
WOJTY = SUFFER(7)
ONTIME = 8UFFER(8)
LATE =BUFFER(9)
CLOSED = INT(BUFFER(18))
LtIIThO = INT(BUFFER(11))
TRDY = BUFFER( 12)

C
WRITE(MYTAP3,955) REONO,TYPCGO,DDUE,WTY,ONTIME,LATE,

+ CLcJSED,TRDY,tJNIThO,POLICY,ItRIUN

C958 CONTINUE
C

t ~955 FORMtVHI4,12,13,3F7. I,12,F7.1,14,213)
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NY SUBROUTINE OTPU[T IS CALLED BY SLAMl AT THE END OF EACH xx
xx SIMULATION RUN TO PRINT USER-COLLECTED STATISTICS OR *X
xx PERFORM ANY OTHER FUNCTION CODED IN THE FORTRAN SUBROU- X*
xx TINE. IT IS USED HERE TO PRINT STATISTICS ON THE xx
XX QUANTITY OF CARGO DELIVERED DAILY, THE DAILY MISSION xx
NY COUNIT (COUNTED AT DELIVERY POINT), ANJD THE TARDINESS OF xx
xx CARGO DELIVERED. SELECTED DATA FROM THE MA~STER FILE OF X
XX REQUIREMENTS IS WRITTEN TO TAPE FOR LATER ANAILYSIS. NY

C
SUBROUTINE OTPUT

C
COWtON/SCOMI/ATRIB( 19) ,DD( 16) ,DDL( 19) ,DTNOW,I I,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,

+NCRDR,NPF*JT,tJRUN,htJSET,NTAPE,SS( 188),SSL( 188),ThEXT,TNOW,X(X( 188)
C

COMMION QSET(38866)
C

INTEGER DAYS,LLtI,SRTIES,SRTYCT,BIGFIL,POLICY
INTEGER MYTAP3,LINES,REQNO ,DDUE ,TYPCGO,CLOSED ,UNITNO
REAL ONTY,ONTIME,LATE,TRDY
REAL OUTrDEL ,OVSDEL ,BLKDEL ,PAXOEL ,TOTDEL
REAL OUTTDY ,OVSTDY ,BLKTDY ,PAX(TDY,TOTTDY ,CLRITDY
REAL SLWIMOUT, SUMOVS, SUMB3LK, SIWIPAX ,SLEITOT

C
CO"tI4/UCONI/COOAh 15) ,BUFFER( 15) ,NEWJOB( 15)
CO"tON/UCO3M2/OUTDEL( 13) ,OVSDEL( 13) ,BLKDEL( 13) ,PAXDEL( 13),

4OLJTTDY( 13) ,OVSTDY( 13) ,BLKTDY( 13) ,PAXTDY( 13),
+TOTDEL( 13) ,TOTTDY( 13) ,SRTIES( 13)

C
C XX SET VALUES OF PARAMIETERS AND VARIABLES

C
POLICY =3
SRTYCT = 8
"StNOUT =SL#IOVS SLRIBLK =SUtIPAX SLITOT 0.8
CUMTDY =8.8
DAYS =13
BIGFIL = 21

C
C *X HEADING FOR TABLE ON CARGO DELIVERED
C XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

PRINT'(///T1S,'' XXXXX CARGO DELIVERED (TONS) XXXXX'',//)'
PRINT'(4X,'' DAY'',4X,'' OUTSZ'',4X,'' OVRSZ'',SX,'' BULK".~

4 6X,"' PAX'',SX,' StN1',5X,''MSNS'')'
PRINTX,'-

C
C XX PRINT DAILY SUMMAtRY OF CARGO DELIVERED AND SORTIE COUNT

DO 968 LL = 1,DAYS

WRITE(X,928) LL,OLJTDEL(LL) ,OVSDEL(LL),BLXDEL(LL) ,PAXDEL(LL),
4 TOTDEL(LL) ,SRTIES(LL)
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rc
F RETURN

END
C
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XX FUNCTION USERF ASSIGNS AIRCRAFT GROUND TIMES ACCORDING TO xx
Mx THE TYPE OF AIRCRAFT AND TYPE OF GROUND ACTrIVITY. AIRCRAFT X*
xx TYPES ARE C-b AND C-141. POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES ARE LOADING, xx

KX* UNLOADING, ENROUTE SERVICE, AND HOME BASE MAINTENAN'CE. THE XX
*X TIMES ARE ASSIGNED FROM DISCRETE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS. XX

I' C
FUNCTION USERF(IFN)

C
COMtIUN/SCOMIl/ATRIB 188) ,D0 lee) ,DDL( 108) ,DTNOIA,II ,MFA,MSTOP,NCLNR,

tNCRDR,NPRNT,tt'RUN,I4JSET,NTAPE,SS( 198) ,SSL( 188) ,TNEX(T,TNOW4,XX( lee)

INTEGER UGTISZ,UGT2SZ,EGT1SZ,EGT2SZ,DGTISZ,DGT2SZ,TYPAC
REAL USERF,UGT1(.6) ,UGTID(-6) ,UGT2(5) ,LIGT2D(5) ,EGTI(6) ,EGTID(6),

+ EGT2(6) ,EGT2D(6) ,DGTI(6) ,DGTlD(6) ,DGT2(5) ,DGT2D(5)
IS
USERF 8
TYPAC = TIB 2

C YA TI(2
GOT l234,F

C O10(,234,F
C X RL4TM O PODSAIN
C XX XX XXX*XXXXXXX FORUPLAD TATON
C
C M ITIUIMFRC~

CX ISUTl(1) I~ 2.1 C-
IUGTI(2) = 3.3

UGTI<3) =4.5
UGTI(4) = 4.5
UGTI(S) 15..5
UGTI(6) = 14.8

C Gi6 41

UGTID(1) =8.389
- -UGTID(2) = 8.792

UGT 1D) 3) =0.955
UGT1D(4) =8.985
UGTID(5) = 0.990
UGTID(6) = 1.8

UGTISZ =6
C
C *X DISTRIBUTION FOR C-141

UGT2(i) =21
UGT2(3) =3.5
UbI4(4) =5.5
UGT2(5) = 15.8

C
UGT2D(1) = 0.815
UGT2D(%2) = 0.678



UGT2D3) =0.95

UGT2D(3) = 0.950

UGT2D(5) =1.8

UGT2SZ =5

C X* ASSIGN GROUt4OTIME
IF (TYPAC. EQ. 1) THEN

USERF =DPROE(UGTID,UGTI,UGTISZ,IS) + 6.0
ELSE IF (TYPAC.EQ.2) THEN

USERF =OPROB(UGT2D,UGT2,UGT2SZ,IS) +6.0
ENDIF
RETURNJ

C *X GROUN.DTIME FOR ENROUTE STATIONS

c

C XX DISTRIBUTION FOR C-5
2 EGTIM = 1.2

EGTI(2) =2.5
EGTI(3) =3.5
EGTI(4 = 5.0
EGTIM = 8.0
EGTI(6) = 14.0

C
EGTIDC1) =0.812
EGTID(2) =0.464
EGTIO(3) 8.888
EGT1D(4) = 0.978
EGTID(5) = 0.998
EGTID(6) =1.0

C
EGTISZ = 6

C
C XX DISTRIBUTION FOR C-141

EbT2(C) 1.33
EGT2(2) 2.33
EGT2(3) =3.0
EGT2(4) =4.0
EGT2(5) =5.8
EGT2(6) =6.33

C
EGT2D(1) =8.230
EGT2D(2) =0.790
EGT2D(3) =8.850
EGT2D(4) =0.900
EGT2D(5) 8.915
EGT2D(6) 1.0

EGT2SZ = 6

C XX ASSIGN GROLJNOTIME
IF (TYPAC.E0.1) THEN

USERF = PRO8'(EGTID,EGTI,EGT1SZ,[S)
ELSE IF (TYPAC.EQ.2) THEN



USERF = DPROB(EGT2D,EGT2,EGT2SZ ,IS)
ENDIF
RETURN

C
C XX( GROLHNDTIME FOR DOWNLOAD STATIONS
C XXXXXXXXXNXXXXMXXXXXXXXX

C
C XX DISTRIBUTION FOR C-5

3 DGTi(i) = 2.5
DGTI(2) = 4.3
DGTI(3) 6.5
DGTI(4) = 9.e
DGTI(5) 15.0
DGTI(6) = 24.0

DGTID(I) = 8.444
DGT1D(2) = 8.812
DGTID(3) = 8.962
DGTiD(4) = 0.975
DGTID(5) = 8.998
DGTID(6) = 1.0

C
DGTISZ = 6

C
C XX DISTRIBUTION FOR C-141

DGT2(1) = 1.16
DGT2(2) = 2.15
DGT2(3) = 3.5
DGT2(4) = 5.5
DGT2(5) = 15.6

C
DGT2D(I) = 8.15
DGT2D(2) = 9.678
DGT2D(3) = 0.957
DGT2D(4) =8 .998

DGT2D(5) = 1.eSC
DOGT2SZ = 5

C
C AX ASSIGN GROUNDTIME

IF (TYPAC.EQ.1) THEN
USERF = DPROB(DGTIDDGTI,DGTISZ,IS)

ELSE IF (TYPAC.EQ.2) THEN
USEPF = DPROB(DGT2DDGT2,DGT2SZ, IS)

ENDIF
RETURN

C
C XX GROUND TIME AT HOME BASE

CS~c
C XX GET A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A UNIFORM(8,1) DISTRIBUTION

4 RN = DRIND(IS)

C MX DETERMINE WHETHER MAINTENANCE WILL BE PERFORMED AT
C *X HOME BASE AND ASSIGN GROUND TIME
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C
IF (TYPAC.EG.I) THEN

IF (RN.LE.8.25) THEN
USERF = 8.9

ELSE IF (CR.GT.9.25) THEN
GO TO 2

ENDIF
ELSE IF (TYPAC.EO.2) THEN

IF (RN.LE.9.29) THEN
USERF = 8.8

ELSE IF (RN.GT.8.20> THEN
GO TO 2

ENDIF
END IF
RETURN

C
END

*X*%)()X*KIX(XU(X~ END OF FORTRAN CODE X X~XE •**** (*fl(*Xf

8EOR
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Appendix E

Verification Program
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GENPOE,VERIFY, 1/3/83,1 ,Y,Y,Y,Y ,Y/F;
LIMITS, 1,2,509;
NETWORK;

CREATE,.5,9, ,1900,1;
ASSIGN,ATRI8( D=EXPON( 116.9,9) ,ATRI9(2)=UNFR4(2.0, 14.0,9);
EVENT ,1, 1;
TERMINATE;

ENNL*4ThORK;
INIT,0 ,766;
SIMULATE;
FIN;
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SUBROUTINE EVENT( I)
G0 TO (1),I
CALL HOT
RETURN
END

c
C

L C
SUBROUTINE HOT
CO"tON/SCaM1/ATP.113 18) ,DD(188) ,DDL(188) ,DTNOis,1II,MFA,MSTOP

+ ,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,t'tIRUN,t4'SET,NTAPE,SS( 160) ,SSL( 186),ThEXT
+,TNOW4,XX( 100)

COWtON/UCOM1/X I,X2
SAVE/UCOM 1/

X2-0 .6
X X1=XI14ATR IB( 1)
X2--X2+ATR [8(2)
CALL OUT
RETURN
END

c

SUBROUTINE OUT

t,NCLNR,NCRDR,NPRNT,t4'RLtJ,NNSET,NTAPE,SS( 186 ,SSL(168) ,TNEX'T
+ ,TNOI',XX(( 166)
COMMON/UCOM 1/ Xl ,X2
SAVE/UCOM 1/
WRITE(1G,'(2F1L.5)) Xl,X2

RETURN
END
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